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"Imagination is more important than knowledge."
(Albert Einstein)

Abstra t

Charge

onjugation C is one of the fundamental symmetries in nature whi h transforms

parti les into antiparti les. This symmetry was studied in weak intera tion where it is fully
violated, but it is poorly known in the strong and ele tromagneti
it is important to test this symmetry a

intera tions. Therefore,

urately for a better understanding of the nature

of the strong intera tion and for the understanding of the signi antly larger abundan e
of matter over antimatter in the Universe.
To this end, in this thesis we investigated
might violate
pro ess
and

harge

η → π+ π− π0

and

η → π 0 e+ e−

onjugation symmetry. The violation of C symmetry in

ould manifest itself as an asymmetry between energy spe tra of

an be studied using event density distribution on Dalitz plot.

The

de ay is forbidden by C symmetry in the rst order of ele tromagneti

de ays, whi h

η → π+ π− π0

harged pions,

η → π 0 e+ e−

intera tion, and

an only pro eed by emission of two virtual photons with the bran hing ratio on a level
of

10−8 ,

as predi ted in the framework of the Standard Model. Therefore, observation of

a larger bran hing ratio
intera tion violating

ould indi ate a me hanism involving rst order ele tromagneti

harge

onjugation.

Both de ays were investigated by means of the WASA-at-COSY dete tor operating

η

meson

rea tion at the proton beam momentum of 2.14 GeV/

whi h

at the COSY syn hrotron at the For hungszentrum Jüli h in Germany.
was produ ed via

pp → ppη

orresponds to kineti

The

energy of 1.4 GeV. The measurement was done at the turn of O tober

and November in the year 2008. In total around
two weeks of data taking. The tagging of the

η

5 · 107 η

mesons were

olle ted during the

meson was done by means of the missing

mass te hnique and the de ay produ ts were identied by the invariant mass re onstru tion.
As a result of the analysis
distribution for the

η→

ondu ted in the framework of this thesis a Dalitz Plot

π + π − π 0 de ay was obtained. From this distribution we extra ted

asymmetry parameters sensitive to C symmetry violation for dierent isospin values of the
nal state and we have established that all are
a

onsistent with zero within the obtained

ura y.
For the

η → π 0 e+ e−

de ay we have not observe signal and thus we estimated an upper

limit for the bran hing ratio.

The established upper limit amounts to

BRη→π0 e+ e− <

3.7 · 10−5 at the 90%

onden e level. This result is more pre ise than previously obtained

statisti s of already

olle ted data by WASA-at-COSY, the upper limit will be improved

in other experiments. We intend to

signi antly.

ontinue the resear h, and thanks to the 20 times higher

Stresz zenie

Sprz»enie ªadunkowe C jest jedn¡ z podstawowy h symetrii w przyrodzie, która zamienia

z¡stki na anty z¡stki.

który h jest

Symetria ta byªa badana w oddziaªywania h sªaby h w

aªkowi ie ªamana, natomiast do tej pory jest sªabo poznana z punktu widzenia

oddziaªywa« silny h i elektromagnety zny h. Dlatego wa»nym aspektem jest badanie stopnia za howania tej symetrii dla lepszego zrozumienia natury oddziaªywania silnego oraz
wyja±nienia wikszej abundan ji materii ni» antymaterii we Wsze h±wie ie.
W tym

η → π+ π− π0

elu zbadali±my dwa pro esy

i

η → π 0 e+ e− ,

które mog¡ ªa-

ma¢ symetri sprz»enia ªadunkowego. Nieza howanie sprz»enia ªadunkowego w pro esie

η → π + π − π 0 , mo»e ujawni¢ si jako asymetria pomidzy rozkªadami energii pionów naªad-

owany h i mo»e zosta¢ zaobserwowana za pomo ¡ badania gsto± i obsadze« na wykresie

Dalitza.

Natomiast rozpad

η → π 0 e+ e−

jest zabroniony przez symetri ªadunkow¡ w

pierwszym rzdzie oddziaªywa« elektromagnety zny h i mo»e za hodzi¢ tylko przez emisje
dwó h wirtualny h fotonów ze stosunkiem rozgaªzie« na poziomie
wa« w rama h Modelu Standardowego.

10−8 , wedªug przewidy-

Jednka»e, zaobserwowanie wikszego stosunku

rozgaªzie« ±wiad zyªoby o innym me hani¹mie reak ji ni» ten przewidywany na grun ie
Modelu Standardowego, który mógªby nieza howywa¢ symetrii sprz»enia ªadunkowego.
Oba rozpady byªy badane detektorem WASA-at-COSY zainstalowanym na sy hrotronie
COSY znajduj¡ ym si w Centrum Badaw zym Jüli h w Niem ze h.
dukowany w reak ji

pp → ppη

Mezon

przy pdzie wi¡zki protonowej 2.14 GeV/ ,

η

byª pro-

o odpowiadaªo

energii kinety znej 1.4 GeV. Pomiar zostaª wykonany na przeªomie pa¹dziernika i listopada
2008 roku.
mezonów

W trak ie dwó h tygodni zebrano próbk dany h zawieraj¡ ¡ okoªo

η.

Mezon

η

5 · 107

byª identikowany za pomo ¡ widma masy brakuj¡ ej, natomiast

produkty jego rozpadu byªy zidentykowane za pomo ¡ rekonstruk ji masy niezmienni zej.
W opar iu o przeprowadzon¡ w rama h pra y doktorskiej analiz dany h do±wiad zalny h zrekonstruowano wykres Dalitza. Na jego podstawie osza owano warto± i parametrów
asymetrii
izospinu

zuªy h na nieza howanie symetrii sprz»enia ªadunkowego C dla ró»ny h warto± i
z¡stek w stanie ko« owym. Stwierdzono, »e wszystkie otrzymane warto± i asymetrii

s¡ zgodne z zerem w grani a h osza owany h niepewno± i.
Dla rozpadu

η → π 0 e+ e−

w wyniku przeprowadzonej analizy nie zaobserwowano syg-

naªu i dlatego osza owano górn¡ grani  stosunku rozgaªzie« na ten rozpad. Obli zona
warto±¢ górnej grani y wynosi

BRη→π0 e+ e− < 3.7 · 10−5

na poziomie ufno± i 90%. Wynik

ten jest bardziej dokªadny ni» uzyskany w poprzedni h eksperymenta h.

W najbli»szej

przyszªo± i dziki zebranej do tej pory 20 krotnie wikszej prób e dany h przez grup
WASA-at-COSY wynik ten mo»e zosta¢ zna z¡ o poprawiony.
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1. Introdu tion
Mesons  the states of the quark

1 and anti-quark (q q̄ )  for more then 60 years play an

important role in experimental and theoreti al physi s. Previously and nowadays physi ists
use dierent mesons to study limits of appli ability of the Standard Model [16℄, whi h
is well established theory des ribing the strong, ele tromagneti
between elementary parti les.

and weak intera tions

The examination of mesons produ tion and their de ay

modes give a possibility to probe fundamental symmetries su h as:
(C), spa e ree tion (P), time reversal (T) and their
Moreover investigation of su h pro esses

harge

onjugation

ombinations: CP [7℄ and CPT [8, 9℄.

an be used to determine the parameters of the

Standard Model.
One of the parti le used for these studies is the

η

meson dis overed in Berkeley Beva-

tron Laboratory in 1961 [10℄. It is one of the Goldstone bosons in the quantum
dynami s (QCD) [11℄ with no ele tri

harge, avorless and the mass of

0.024 MeV [12℄. From the theoreti al point
η8 and singlet η1 states, with the wave fun

mη = 547.853 ±

of view it is a superposition of the SU(3) o tet
tion:

|ηi = cos Θ|η8 i − sin Θ|η1 i,
where

Θ

The

2

η

1
¯ − 2s̄si,
|η8 i = √ |ūu + dd
6

(1.2)

1
¯ + s̄si.
|η1 i = √ |ūu + dd
3

(1.3)

meson belongs to the pseudo-s alar family with isospin and angular momentum

along with the

η′ , π0 , π+ , π−

harge

and

onjugation equal to +1 (I

K + , K − , K 0 , K̄ 0

strong and ele tromagneti

Γη = 1.30 ± 0.07

G (J P C )

= 0+ (0−+ )),

mesons. It is an eigenstate of the

onjugation (C) and parity (P) operators, and thus it

experimental tool for investigations of the degree of

to

(1.1)

denotes the pseudo-s alar mixing angle between singlet and o tet state , and:

equal to zero, negative parity and

harge

hromo-

onstitutes an important

onservation of these symmetries in

intera tions. Moreover, the total width of the

η

meson is equal

keV [12℄ whi h is ve orders of magnitude smaller than the typi al

width of neutral parti les whi h may de ay due to the strong intera tion. Therefore, the
de ays of the

η

meson are very sensitive to C and P violation.

The main de ay modes of the

η

meson

an be divided into two groups: hadroni

and radiative de ays. All of these strong and ele tromagneti
1
2

pro esses are forbidden in

Quarks are elementary parti les with ele tri harge q = ± 13 or q = ± 32 .
The pseudo-s alar mixing angle was established in [13℄ and amounts to Θ ≈ −15.5o ± 1.3o .
13

de ays
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the rst order [14℄. The most energeti ally favorable strong de ays into

π+ π−

and

π0π0

are

P and CP violating, with predi ted very low bran hing ratios. Moreover, strong de ay into

4π

is also forbidden be ause of the P and CP invarian e and a small available phase spa e.

Therefore, the

η

meson de ays predominantly into

η

symmetry and G-parity [15℄. Histori ally the
ele tromagneti

meson de ays into

πππ

were

urs only due to the dieren e in the mass of the

This fa t permits to study this mass dieren e by

onsidered as

u and d quarks.

omparing the measured bran hing ratios

al ulations based on the Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [17℄. Furthermore,

the rst order ele tromagneti
they

although this de ay violates isospin

pro ess but it was shown that these ee ts are small [16℄, and instead it is

expe ted that the de ay o

with the

πππ

an o

de ays like

π0 γ , π0 π0γ

ur only due to QCD anomalies found in

and

π+ π− γ

are also forbidden and

urrent algebra [1820℄. In the massless

quark limit the radiative de ays are driven by the QCD box anomaly [21℄.
order ele tromagneti

de ay

η → γγ

is also forbidden, and o

anomaly [22℄. The above highlighted properties makes the
tests of the dis rete symmetries. In this work we use the

η

The se ond

urs due to the QCD triangle

η

meson spe ially suitable for

meson for the studies of the C

symmetry.
The

harge

onjugation invarian e was studied in weak intera tion, and already in

1957 it was dis overed that breaking of this symmetry o

urs in de ays of

π+

and

µ+

[23℄.

Furthermore, it was also realized that the C operator should turn left-handed neutrinos
into left-handed anti-neutrinos, but the experimental studies show that all neutrinos are
left-handed and anti-neutrinos right-handed.

This implies that C symmetry should be

fully violated in weak intera tions. It is also interesting to noti e that the Big-Bang model
predi ts the same amount of matter and antimatter in the Universe but the experimental
observations show that there is signi antly larger abundan e of matter over antimatter [24,
25℄. The known CP breaking ee t [7℄ is insu ient to explain this phenomenon, but it
is hoped that investigations of the

harge

onjugation may help in

lari ation of this

problem.
One of the main purposes of this thesis is to study the

harge

onjugation invarian e

in strong intera tions by means of the Dalitz plot density population for the
de ay. The

η

the

hadroni

mode is one of the most frequently o

meson with the bran hing ratio equal to

this de ay
and

η → π+ π− π0

π−

22.74 ± 0.28%

[12℄.

η → π+ π− π0

urring de ay of

The C invarian e in

an manifest itself as an asymmetry between the energy distribution of the

mesons in the rest frame of the

the Dalitz plot

η

an also reveal details of

isospin states of the nal parti les.
asymmetry parameters:

(i)

over all isospin states, (ii)

ALR

AQ

 sextant asymmetry whi h

π+

meson. The studies of the density population of
ontribution to possible C violation from various

Su h ee ts

an be investigated by means of three

 left-right asymmetry sensitive to violation averaged

 quadrant asymmetry sensitive for the

an test the C violation in

I =1

I = 2,

and (iii)

AS

state [26℄.

Furthermore, we intend to extra t the bran hing ratio or estimate an upper limit for the
rare

η → π 0 e+ e− pro

ess whi h might not

onserve harge

onjugation. In the framework of

15
the Standard Model, the de ay

η → π 0 e+ e−

may only pro eed via C- onserving ex hange

of two virtual photons with the bran hing ratio of about

10−8

[27℄.

But in prin iple it

may also be realized by one photon intermediate state, forbidden by the C invarian e and
in reasing the bran hing ratio.

At present only an upper limit is set for this bran hing

−5 [12℄. Thus, there is still more than three orders of magnitude
ratio at the level of 4 × 10

dieren e between Standard Model predi tions and experimentally measured upper limit,
and therefore in rease of the experimental sensitivity gives a
whi h would indi ate violation of C symmetry. The possible

han e to observe a signal
harge

onjugation breaking

−8 .
ould be indi ated if the bran hing ratio would be larger than 10
The measurement aming at the
was

harge

onjugation studies des ribed in this dissertation

arried out in the Resear h Center Jüli h in Germany, by means of the WASA-at-COSY

dete tor. The

η

meson was produ ed in protonproton

ollisions at beam momentum of

2.14 GeV/ . Identi ation of the investigated rea tions was based on the sele tion of events
orresponding to the

π+ π− π0

and

π 0 e+ e−

nal state. The

η

meson signal was extra ted

using missing mass spe trum of two outgoing protons registered in the Forward Dete tor,
and the de ay produ ts were identied based on invariant mass distribution re onstru ted
from signals dete ted in the Central Dete tor of the WASA-at-COSY system.
In the next

hapter the main theoreti al motivation for

ondu ted investigations is

outlined.
The WASA-at-COSY dete tor fa ility and the measurement methods is des ribed in
Chapter 3.
The Chapter 4 is devoted to the des ription of the analysis methods and simulation of
the dete tor response.
In Chapter 5 the tra k sele tion methods and re onstru tion algorithms are dis ussed.
Chapter 6 is
Chapter 7

ommitted to the identi ation method of the

omprises the des ription of the

η→

pp → ppη

rea tion.

π + π − π 0 de ay signal extra tion, and

the dis ussion of multi-pion ba kground redu tion methods. Moreover, the kinemati
pro edure is explained in this
The nal results
the

η→

hapter.

on erning the Dalitz plot and the asymmetry parameters studies for

π + π − π 0 de ay are presented in Chapter 8. In addition to that, in Chapter 8 the

physi al ba kground subtra tion, the a

eptan e and e ien y

Finally, the a hieved experimental results are
Further on, the pro edure of the
Chapter 9.

η→

The summary and nal

orre tions are dis ussed.

ompared to theoreti al predi tions.

π 0 e+ e− de ay identi ation will be presented in

In Chapter 10, the bran hing ratio results for the

ter 11.

t

η → π 0 e+ e−

de ay are dis ussed.

on lusions followed by perspe tives are presented in Chap-

16

Chapter 1. Introdu tion

2. Charge onjugation invarian e
tests
In the Standard Model of parti les and elds, the

harge

onjugation C, along with

the spatial parity P and the time reversal T, is one of the most fundamental symmetries.
The C operator in quantum eld theory applied to a parti le state

|ψi,

hanges all additive

quantum numbers of this parti le to opposite sign, leaving the mass, momentum and spin
un hanged, and making it an antiparti le state:

C|ψi = |ψ̄i.

(2.1)

In the Quantum Ele trodynami s (QED) and Quantum Chromodynami s (QCD) it is
postulated that C holds in all ele tromagneti

−8 .
than 10

and strong intera tions on the level smaller

Therefore, the C-invarian e should imply the balan e between matter and

antimatter, whi h is not the

ase in the observed Universe. The Standard Model of the weak

intera tions allows for full C and P violation, as well as for small CP violation. However,
the model does not explain why and how the violation o

urs. Also the dis overed small

CP breaking does not explain the larger abundan e of matter over antimatter. Thus, the
investigation of the

harge

onjugation symmetry is one of the most interesting, valuable

and signi ant eld in modern experimental nu lear and parti le physi s.
Di ulties in studies of the

harge

onjugation arise from the fa t that there are only

very few known parti les in nature whi h are the eigenstates of the C operator.
most suitable

The

andidates are neutral and avorless mesons and the parti le-antiparti le

systems. The parti ularly interesting appears the

η

meson, whi h plays a

understanding of the low energy Quantum Chromodynami s, and

ru ial role for

an be also used to tests

of the fundamental symmetries.
In this thesis study of the
the analysis of the
where the

η

η→

harge

π + π − π 0 and

onjugation invarian e C is presented, by

η→

ondu ting

π 0 e+ e− de ay modes measured in the experiment

meson was produ ed in the proton-proton intera tions.

2.1 De ay of the η meson into π+π−π0
In view of the tests of

η→

π + π − π 0 whi h does not

P
pions with the J

=

harge

onjugation invarian e C, the strong hadroni

de ay

onserve isospin sin e the Bose symmetry forbids the three

0− , is parti ularly interesting. However this de ay has to be treated

in spe ial way be ause in QCD, at low energies, the strong
17

oupling

onstant

αs

is large,
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and the perturbative approa h is not valid any more.

Therefore, one applies the Chiral

Perturbation Theory (ChPT) as an ee tive eld theory spe ially suited for low energies
regime. This theory is based on the approximate hiral symmetry and expansion in external
momenta and quark masses. In this approa h the role of dynami
strong intera tion are given to hadrons

omposed of

degrees of freedom of

onned quarks and gluons [28℄. One

an identify them with eight Goldstone bosons members of the pseudos alar meson nonet,
whi h are the result of the spontaneous

hiral symmetry breaking [29℄.

The ee tive

Lagrangian is expanded in denite number of derivatives or powers of quark masses given
as:

f
Lef
ChP T = L2 + L4 + L6 + ...,
where the subs ripts stands for the

hiral order. Furthermore, ee tive Lagrangian shares

the same symmetries with QCD, namely:

SU (3)L × SU (3)R

symmetry.

(2.2)

One

C, P, T, Lorentz invarian e, and the

an see that only even

hiral

hiral powers arise sin e the

Lagrangian is Lorentz s alar whi h implies that indi es of derivatives appear in pairs. The
lowest order of hiral Lagrangian has only two

parameter, and

Fπ

whi h is the pion de ay

onstants:

B0

whi h is the quark

ondensate

onstant, and the de ay me hanism is given by

Current Algebra [30, 31℄.
Histori ally the

η → π+ π− π0

de ay was treated as an ele tromagneti

partial width smaller than se ond order ele tromagneti
ele tromagneti

pro ess with

de ay. But as it was shown the

ontributions are small [16, 32℄ and instead the pro ess is dominated by

the isospin violating term in the strong intera tion [33℄. Therefore, it is very interesting
to

on ern hadroni

de ays of the

η

meson into three pion system in terms of the dierent

I =0

isospin states. The wave fun tion for

(3π)I=0 =
where nal 3π

r

state

an be written in the following form [15℄:


1 + 0
(π π )I=1 |π − i − (π + π − )I=1 |π 0 i + (π − π 0 )I=1 |π + i .
3

an be in the isospin zero state only if the

For the two pion subsystems with

I=1

+ 0

(π π )I=1 =

+ −

(π π )I=1 =
− 0

(π π )I=1 =

one

(3π)I=0 =

subsystem is in

r


1 + 0
|π i|π i − |π 0 i|π + i ,
2

r


1 + −
|π i|π i − |π − i|π + i ,
2

r

I=1

state.

an write the wave fun tions as:


1
−|π − i|π 0 i + |π 0 i|π − i .
2

Thus the full wave fun tion for the 3π system in

r

ππ

(2.3)

I=0

state reads:

1 + 0 −
|π i|π i|π i − |π 0 i|π + i|π − i − |π + i|π − i|π 0 i+
6

|π − i|π + i|π 0 i − |π − i|π 0 i|π + i + |π 0 i|π − i|π + i .

(2.4)

Y
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Figure 2.1: Kinemati al boundaries of the Dalitz plot for the η → π + π − π 0 de ay.
This wave fun tion given above is antisymmetri

π − ↔ π + and π 0 ↔ π − . In
π + ↔ π − ex hange) one gets:

π0 ↔ π+,

under any ex hange of pions:

parti ular, by applying

harge

onjugation (equivalent to

C(3π)I=0 = −(3π)I=0 .
This is in

ontradi tion with

in the isospin state

I =0

λC

= +1 of the

η

(2.5)

meson. Therefore, the de ay

violates C symmetry.

One

η → π+ π− π0

an show that in this

ase also G

symmetry is broken. The G operator is given by:

G = CeiπI2 ,
where

C

stands for

harge parity, and

I2

(2.6)

denote the operator of the se ond

omponent of

I
the isospin. The eigenvalue of this operator is given by λG = (−1) λC , thus λG = −1
+ − 0
for pions and λG = +1 for the η mesons. Hen e, the η → π π π in the I = 0 does
+ − 0
not onserve G symmetry. Therefore, the de ay η → π π π may o ur if the isospin
is

onserved but then it has to violate C and G symmetry, or it may de ay

onserving C

symmetry but then isospin is violated.
As it was mentioned before this de ay has a strong isospin breaking part whi h is

md − mu .

This isospin non-

onserving and not- onserving

harge symmetry

driven by the term of the QCD Lagrangian proportional to the

onserving intera tion result in the nal isospin state of three pions with

+1.

However, the interferen e between

produ tion amplitudes of the

λC = +1

result in asymmetry between kineti

and

λC = −1

I =1

and

λC =

states are also possible. This

energy distribution of

+ and
harged pions π

π−.

an
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Theory/Experiment

A0

a

b

d

f

ChPT LO [34, 35℄

120

-1.039

0.27

0.0

0.0

ChPT NLO [34, 35℄

314

-1.371

0.452

0.053

0.027

ChPT NNLO [34, 35℄

538

-1.271

0.394

0.055

0.025

-1.18±0.02

0.20±0.03

0.04±0.04



Gromley [36℄
Layter [26℄

-1.080±0.014

0.034±0.027

0.046±0.031




-1.22±0.07

0.22±0.11

0.06(xed)



0.057+0.013
−0.022

0.14 ± 0.03

-0.94±0.15

Amsler [38℄
Abele [37℄
Ambrosini [39℄

−1.090+0.013
−0.024

0.11±0.27

0.124 ± 0.016



Table 2.1: Dalitz plot parameters obtained from the theoreti al predi tions of the ChPT (rst

three rows), and the same parameters obtained from various experimental measurements of the
η → π + π − π 0 de ay.
A

onvenient way to study the

η → π+ π− π0

is to use the Dalitz plot. For that purpose one

de ay in view of the possible C violation
an use the Mandelstam variables dened

as:

si = (pη − pi )2 = (mη − mi )2 − 2 · mη Ti ,
where

pi

and

mi

denote the four-momentum ve tors and masses of nal state parti les,

Ti stands for the kineti energy in the rest
+ − 0
the π π π nal state where mπ + = mπ − , one
and

variables dened as:

X=

√

3

Y =
where



frame of the

T+ − T−
Q



ase of

(2.8)

3T0
− 1,
Q

(2.9)

is the ex ess energy.

Fig. 2.1.
The distribution inside the boundaries is symmetri

squared whi h

meson. However, in

,

boundary of the Dalitz plot in the X,Y plane for the

onstant.

η

an use the symmetrized and dimensionless

Q = T+ + T− + T0 = mη − 2mπ± − mπ0

element is

(2.7)

η →

The kinemati al

π + π − π 0 de ay is shown in

and at when the transition matrix

In general the density distribution is given by the matrix element

an be des ribed by expanding the amplitude in the powers of X and Y:

|M |2 = A20 (1 + aY + bY 2 + cX + dX 2 + f Y 3 + ...),

(2.10)

a, b, c, d, f, ... are the parameters whi h an be obtained phenomenologi ally or on the
ground of theory, and A0 stands for the normalization fa tor. By extra ting the parameters

where

from the experimental data and

omparing them to the theoreti al predi tions one

the assumptions of the Chiral Perturbation Theory. Furthermore,
parameters standing in the odd-powers of X are sensitive to

c

harge

an test

oe ient, and other
onjugation violation.

The values of the parameters obtained from previous measurements and from

al ulations
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Figure 2.2: The partition of the Dalitz plot into se tors in order to dene the asymmetries: (left)

left-right (ALR ), (middle) quadrant (AQ ), (right) sextant (AS ).
al ulated based on the ChPT are

c

parameter was found to be

olle ted in Tab. 2.1.

In all previous experiments

onsistent with zero, but was not expli itly given in the

publi ations due to large errors. Furthermore, only KLOE [39℄ experiment

olle ted enough

statisti s to establish value of the f parameter.
The amplitude mixing between
isospin state

I = 1

and

I = 0, 2,

λC = −1

and

λC = +1,

respe tively,

des ribing the transition into

an be investigated by studying of the

symmetries of population in dierent parts of the Dalitz plot. In parti ular the possible
presen e of C violation


ALR ,

ould be observed in three parameters: (i) left-right asymmetry

(ii) quadrant asymmetry 

AQ ,

and (iii) sextant asymmetry 

AS .

Ea h of these

parameters depends on dierent isospin states of the nal three pions. The asymmetries
are dened as number of events observed in dierent se tors of the Dalitz plot divided as
it is shown in Fig. 2.2.
The left-right asymmetry is dened as:

ALR =
where the

NL

NR − NL
,
NR + NL

stands for the number of events where

π−

(2.11)

has a larger energy than

+ has greater energy than
and NR denotes the number of events where the π

π+

and

π − . It is

sensitive to C violation averaged over all isospin states. However, it is possible to test the
harge

onjugation invarian e in given

I

state. For this one uses the quadrant and sextant

asymmetries whi h are dened as:

AQ =
AS =
where

Ni

denotes the number

N1 + N3 − N2 − N4
,
N1 + N2 + N3 + N4

(2.12)

N1 + N3 + N5 − N2 − N4 − N6
,
N1 + N2 + N3 + N4 + N5 + N6
of observed events in i-th se tor

(2.13)
of the Dalitz plot.

quadrant asymmetry tests the C invarian e in transition into the

2,

and the sextant asymmetry is sensitive to the

I = 1

[40℄.

3π

nal state with

The

I =

Table 2.2 summarizes all
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experimentally measured values of three asymmetries. The previously measured values of
the asymmetry parameters indi ate no C violation with respe t to

al ulated un ertainties.

Experiment

ALR × 10−2

AQ × 10−2

AS × 10−2

Layter [26℄

−0.05 ± 0.22
0.28 ± 0.26
0.09 ± 0.10
−0.09+0.11
−0.12

−0.07 ± 0.22
−0.30 ± 0.25
−0.05 ± 0.10
−0.09 ± 0.09

0.10 ± 0.22
0.20 ± 0.25
0.08 ± 0.10
0.12+0.10
−0.11

Jane [41℄
Ambrosino [39℄
PDG average [12℄

Table 2.2: The values of Dalitz plot asymmetries obtained experimentally together with the av-

erage value from the PDG for the η → π + π − π 0 de ay.

2.2 De ay of the η meson into π0e+e−
The investigation of the
a tions

harge

an be done by studying the

onjugation invarian e C in the ele tromagneti

η→

inter-

π 0 e+ e− de ay. In the framework of the Standard

Model and the QED the matrix element for this pro ess should involve the two virtual
photon ex hange [42℄ as it is presented in Fig. 2.3 with the transition a

ording to the

rea tion:

η → π 0 + γ ∗ + γ ∗ → π 0 + e+ + e− .
Therefore, the wave fun tion of the

π0 γ ∗γ ∗

(2.14)

system transforms with the C operator as

follows:
0

∗

∗

C(π 0 γ ∗ γ ∗ ) = λπC λγC λγC (π 0 γ ∗ γ ∗ ) = (+1) · (−1) · (−1)(π 0 γ ∗ γ ∗ ) = +1(π 0 γ ∗ γ ∗ ).
The eigenvalue of the

harge parity for the

η

meson is

e

λC = +1 whi

h is in agreement with

+

γ*
η

(2.15)

eγ*

π
Figure 2.3: De ay mode η → π 0 γ ∗ γ ∗ → π 0 e+ e− o

0

urring by the C- onserving se ond order

ele tromagneti pro ess.
above shown

harge parity of the de ay system, thus this pro ess hold the C invarian e.
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e
γ*

+

e-

η

π

0

Figure 2.4: Diagram for the C invarian e violating transition η → π 0 γ ∗ → π 0 e+ e− o

urring by

The de ay rate of this C- onserving pro ess, predi ted theoreti ally ranges from

10−11

the rst order ele tromagneti pro ess.

to

10−8 depending on the undertaken assumptions:
BR(η → π 0 e+ e− ) ≈ (1.5 ± 0.4) · 10−11
BR(η → π 0 e+ e− ) ≈ 1.1 · 10−8

[43℄,

(2.16)

[44℄,

BR(η → π 0 e+ e− ) ≈ (1 − 6) · 10−9

(2.17)

[45℄.

(2.18)

It is worth to mention that the se ond and third predi tions are based on the approa h of
the Ve tor Dominan e Model (VMD) [46℄. In the framework of this model it is assumed
that the de ay is dominated by the virtual transition

γ ∗ γ ∗ → e+ e− ,
ω, ρ, φ.
and

where the

V

followed by the

V → π0 γ ∗

denotes all the neutral ve tor mesons of zero strangeness:

However, in prin iple the de ay
the ele tromagneti

η → V γ∗

intera tion with

η → π 0 e+ e− may also be realized in rst order of
only single γ quantum in the intermediate state (see

Fig. 2.4) via transition:

η → π 0 + γ ∗ → π 0 + e+ + e− .
In this

(2.19)

ase the C operator a ting on the wave fun tion of the intermediate state leads to:
0

∗

C(π 0 γ ∗ ) = λπC λγC (π 0 γ ∗ ) = (+1) · (−1)(π 0 γ ∗ ) = −1(π 0 γ ∗ ),
whi h is in

ontradi tion with the

pro ess introdu es the violation of
order ele tromagneti

harge parity of the
harge

η

onjugation.

η

meson (λC

= +1).

(2.20)

Thus, this

The de ay width for the rst

pro esses are larger than for se ond order me hanism.

Therefore,

experimentally the C-invarian e breaking would then manifest itself with in reasing the
bran hing ratio with respe t to the predi tions listed in equations 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18.
At present only an experimental upper limit for the rate of the bran hing ratio

π 0 e+ e− ) was determined [4752℄, and it amounts to

4·

BR(η →

10−5 [12℄. Therefore, still at least

three orders of magnitude remains to be experimentally investigated until value predi ted
based on the Standard Model will be rea hed. The observation of higher bran hing ratio
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than one

al ulated in the framework of the Standard Model

that the de ay

η→

π 0 e+ e− is not

onserving C-invarian e.

One has to stress that C-violating rst order ele tromagneti
able possibility, but not the only one. Another
in rease of the bran hing ratio

ould provide the eviden e

ould be e.g.

pro ess is the most prob-

on eivable pro ess whi h may lead to the

η → χ0 π 0 → γ ∗ γ ∗ π 0 ,

where

χ0

is an unknown

parti le not in luded in the Standard Model [53℄.
The aim of this thesis is to

BR(η →

ontribute in sear hes of the C violation by determining the

π 0 e+ e− ) or lowering the present upper limit for this bran hing ratio.

3. Experimental methods
The measurement des ribed in this thesis was

arried out in O tober and November

2008 by means of the Wide Angle Shower Apparatus (WASA) [54℄ and the Cooler Synhrotron (COSY) [55℄ operating at the Resear h Center Jüli h, Germany.
was
of

reated in proton-proton

pbeam

= 2.142 GeV/

whi h

ollisions via

pp → ppη

The

η

meson

rea tion with the beam momentum

orresponds to the kineti

beam energy of

Tbeam

= 1.4 GeV.

The experiment was based on measurement of four-momentum ve tors of outgoing nu leons and of de ay produ ts of unregistered short lived

η

meson whi h was identied using

the missing and invariant mass te hniques.

3.1 Cooler Syn hrotron COSY
The COoler SYn hrotron COSY is a storage ring whi h

an deliver unpolarized

and polarized proton and deuteron beams in momentum range between 300 MeV/
3700 MeV/ . The ring

and

onsists of 24 dipoles and 56 quadrapole magnets whi h are used

to keep and fo us parti le traje tories during the a

eleration pro ess, and also sextupole

magnets whi h are used to dee t beam what results in a hieving better beam opti s. The
a

eleration pro ess takes pla e in two steps: (i) rst the ions (H

in the iso hronous

− or

D− )

are a

elerated

y lotron (JULIC) and next (ii) the beam is stripped of ele trons and

nally inje ted into the 184 m long COSY ring (see Fig. 3.1), where parti les are stored
and a

elerated up to the demanded momentum. The beam is then dire ted into internal

or external experimental targets. The beam energy range allows for produ tion of all basi
pseudos alar and ve tor mesons up to mass of
Additionally COSY a

φ(1019)

parti le.

elerator is equipped with two types of beam

ooling systems:

(i) an ele tron and (ii) sto hasti , used for low and high energies, respe tively [56℄. Both
ooling methods allow to redu e the momentum and spatial spread of the beam.

∆p
beam momentum spread
p after applying both types of
−3
to around 10
[57℄.
The whole pro ess of a
se onds. COSY storage ring
the

ooling method

eleration together with the beam

The

an be redu ed

ooling phase takes a few

11 parti les, and the life time of
an be lled with up to 10

ir ulating beam varies from minutes to hours depending on the thi kness of used

target. Presently in COSY a

elerator fa ility two internal experiments: WASA [54℄ and

ANKE [58℄ are in operation, and one external experiment: COSY-TOF [59℄.
25
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Figure 3.1: S hemati view of the COSY Cooler Syn hrotron [55℄ storage ring at the Resear h

Centre Jüli h. Presently used dete tor systems: WASA [54℄, COSY-TOF (on external beam
line) [59℄ and ANKE [58℄, are marked in yellow.
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3.2 WASA-at-COSY apparatus
The Wide Angle Shower Apparatus  WASA dete tor  originally operating at the
CELSIUS [60, 61℄ fa ility in Uppsala, Sweden was transferred to COSY a

elerator fa ility

in 2006 [62℄. The new WASA-at-COSY [54℄ dete tor, shown s hemati ally in Fig 3.2, is a
large a

eptan e dete tor

onsisting of three main parts: the Central Dete tor (CD), the

Forward Dete tor (FD) and the Pellet Target system.

Pellet line
Solenoid

TOF Detector
Tracking Detectors

COSY
beam

Thin Plastic Scintillators
Range Hodoscope

EM Calorimeter

Figure 3.2: S hemati

50 cm

ross view of the WASA-at-COSY apparatus. The dete tor omponents

are des ribed in the text.
WASA-at-COSY dete tor system is
emerged in the

apable to register neutral and

harged parti les

ollision of beam and target and also parti les originating from the de ays

of short lived mesons. It was developed mainly for produ tion and dete tion of the

η

π0

and

meson de ay produ ts in order to study the fundamental symmetries and to test the

Standard Model.

3.2.1

Central Dete tor (CD)

The WASA Central Dete tor (CD) [63, 64℄ is positioned around the beam and target
intera tion point. It is used to dete t and identify light neutral and

harged parti les like:

γ, e+ , e− , π + , π − whi h originate from de ay of the short lived mesons and dire t ollision of
nu leons. The most inner part of CD is the Mini Drift Chamber (MDC) surrounded by the
Plasti

S intillator Barrel (PSB) and the yoke of the super- ondu ting solenoid [65℄ whi h

together enables to measure momenta of
S intillating Ele tromagneti

harge parti les. The outer part

onstitutes the

Calorimeter (SEC) whi h is used to measure parti les energy.

Chapter 3. Experimental methods
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Figure 3.3: (left) Photo of the MDC dete tor during the onstru tion phase. (right) 3D view

of the MDC dete tor surrounded with the Plasti S intillator Barrel dete tor.

Mini Drift Chamber  MDC
The MDC dete tor is mounted around the beam pipe inside the super ondu ting
solenoid whi h provides an axial magneti
shape

eld up to B = 1 T. It is arranged in a

ylindri al

onsisting of 1738 straws sta ked in 17 layers (see Fig 3.3). Ea h straw tube is made

out of thin (24µm) mylar foil, aluminized from inside, and with a gold plated sense wire
in its

enter with diameter of

20µm

[66℄. The MDC has nine layers with straws parallel

to the beam dire tion and eight with a small skew angle with respe t to the beam line.
The tubes are lled with gas mixture: 80% of argon and 20% of ethane to ensure that
ea h

harged parti le whi h pass through a single tube will

vertex dete tor enables to determine the momenta of
of

∆p/p < 1%

for ele trons and positrons,

∆p/p < 4%

ause an ionization. The MDC

harged parti les [67℄ with a
for

harged pions, and

ura y

∆p/p < 5%

for protons [68℄.

Plasti S intillator Barrel  PSB
The PSB dete tor is used to determine the energy loss of
identi ation by
in

∆E − |~
p|

harged parti les and parti le

method. The 52 s intillator bars of PSB dete tor are arranged

ylindri al shape [69, 70℄ around the straw drift

o to assure the

with next one with 7

hamber where ea h bar is overlapping

overage of a full geometri al a

eptan e (see Fig 3.3

(right)). Additionally the forward and ba kward part is equipped with end- ups made
out of trapezoidal elements arranged around the beam pipe.

S intillating Ele tromagneti Calorimeter  SEC
The S intillating Ele tromagneti
iodide CsI(Na) s intillating

Calorimeter

onsists of 1012 sodium doped

esium

rystals in a shape of the pyramids in order to be arranged

3.2. WASA-at-COSY apparatus

Figure 3.4: (left) S hemati
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3D view of the S intillating Ele tromagneti Calorimeter (SEC)

onsisting of 1024 s intillating modules arranged in 24 layers. (right) Angular overage of the
S intillating Ele tromagneti Calorimeter (SEC).
spheri ally around the intera tion point (see Fig. 3.4 (left)).

The CsI(Na) s intillating

material provides a large light yield and short radiation length making them a very good
material for measuring the energy and s attering angles of neutral and
su h as gamma quanta, ele trons, positrons and pions [64, 71℄. The
24 layers
angle:
in

overing almost the

0o ≤ φ ≤ 360o ).

entral part, to 20

4π a

o
eptan e (in polar angle: 20

=

m

an be des ribed by the relation:

5%
√
and the angular resolution for s attering angle is equal to
E

The "pun h-through" kineti

5o

(FWHM) [64℄.

energy for pions is 190 MeV and for protons 400 MeV. The

ele trons, positrons and photons are stopped in the

3.2.2

rystals varies from 30

m in forward part (see Fig. 3.4 (right)).

The overall energy resolution of the SEC for photons

σ(E)
E

rystals are grouped in

≤ θ ≤ 169o , and azimuthal

Depending on the layer the length of the
m in ba kward and 25

harged parti les

alorimeter depositing all its energy.

Forward Dete tor (FD)

The Forward Dete tor (FD) of the WASA apparatus
layers and a proportional straw drift

onsists of fourteen s intillating

hamber, and its geometri al a

eptan e

overs in

o
o
laboratory frame a range in polar angle from 3 to 18 . Su h a setup enables to measure
the energy loss and traje tories of re oil parti les, mainly protons, deuterons and
nu lei. The parti le identi ation in FD is based on the

∆E − E

3 He

method whi h enables

to re onstru t proton energy with overall resolution of about 10%.

To further improve

energy resolution and parti le identi ation a new re onstru tion te hnique based on the
Time-Of-Flight measurement is under development [15, 7275℄. Another possible upgrade
whi h is in progress is a Cherenkov DIRC dete tor [7678℄.
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Figure 3.5: (left) Forward Window Counter (FWC) build out of two layers ea h onsisting of

24 ake-pie e modules. (middle and right) Forward Proportional Chamber (FPC) build out of
4 layers of straw tubes.

Forward Window Counter  FWC
The Forward Window Counter (FWC) is a
of the axially symmetri
is

s attering

omposed of two layers á 24

hamber.

losest dete tor to the

oni al exit window

The dete tor is 48-fold segmented and it

ake-pie ed elements made out of 3 mm thi k plasti

s intillator [79, 80℄. The rst layer is arranged in a

oni al shape whereas the elements of

the se ond layer are assembled in a verti al plane (see Fig. 3.5 (left)).

The elements of

o
the se ond plane are rotated by one half of module  7.5  with respe t to the rst layer.
Su h an arrangement ensures a

omplete

overage of the forward s attering area. The light

olle tion in the hodos ope is optimized to keep the dete tion e ien y as homogeneous
as possible over the full dete tor. It is worth to mention that this dete tor will serve as a
start dete tor for the Time-of-Flight method.

Forward Proportional Chamber  FPC
The Forward Proportional Chamber (FPC) is a dete tor lo ated dire tly after the FWC
and it is used for traje tory re onstru tion purpose. It

o
angles with a pre ision better than 0.2 [81, 82℄. It

an measure parti les s attering

onsists of 1952 thin straws sta ked

by 122 in sixteen layers and grouped in four dete tion modules. Ea h module is turned

o [83℄. With respe t to the x-axis the angles position of

with respe t to ea h other by 45

subsequent layers are: 315, 45, 0 and 90 degrees (see Fig. 3.5 (right)). Ea h straw has a
diameter of 8 mm and it is made out of mylar foil aluminized from inside with a 20
stainless steel sense wire in its

µm

enter. All straws are lled with a gas mixture: 80 % of

argon and 20 % of ethane to ensure an e ient ionization.
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Figure 3.6: Forward Trigger Hodos ope (FTH) dete tor arranged in three layers: one with ake

pie e shaped modules, and two with modules in form of Ar himedean spirals.

Forward Trigger Hodos ope  FTH
The Forward Trigger Hodos ope (FTH)
modules arranged in three layers:
Ar himedean spiral rotated

onsists out of 96 individual plasti

s intillator

(i) two layers with a 24 elements ea h, in a form of

lo kwise and

ounter lo kwise, (ii) and one layer with 48

ake-pie e shaped elements [8486℄. Overlap of these three layers gives 24 x 24 x 24 pixel
map (see Fig 3.6). Whole dete tor setup of the FTH has highly homogeneous dete tion
e ien y and shows a fairly uniform behavior [87℄.

The FTH is used as a rst level

trigger and gives information about parti les multipli ities. It is also possible to use FTH
to real time s attering angle re onstru tion of individual tra ks and
information about deposited energy in su

ombine it with the

essive layers and to use it to determine the

missing mass of forward going parti les on line on the trigger level [87℄. FTH
used to determine the energy losses and thus
of re oil parti les via

∆E − E

an be used as

∆E

an be also

dete tor for identi ation

method.

Forward Range Hodos ope  FRH
The Forward Range Hodos ope (FRH) is build out of ve thi k plasti
layers, ea h
11

ut into 24

ake-pie e elements [88℄. The rst three layers have thi kness of

m while layers 4 and 5 have 15

re onstru t kineti

s intillator

energy of

harged parti les and to use the

identi ation. The relative kineti
stopped in FRH, is almost

m (see Fig. 3.7 (left)) [89℄.

The FRH enables to

∆E − E

method for parti le

energy resolution for protons up to 360 MeV whi h are

onstant and is equal to about 3 %. For more energeti

protons

resolution worsens linearly to be about 10 % for protons with energies about 600 MeV.
FRH provides also information for the trigger mat hing algorithm to verify alignment of
ea h tra k in the azimuthal plane.
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Figure 3.7: (left) View of the Forward Range Hodos ope (FRH) build out of the ake-pie ed

s intillating modules arranged in ve layers. (right) Front view of the Forward Veto Hodos ope
(FVH) with 12 horizontal s intillation modules readed from both sides.

Forward Veto Hodos ope  FVH
The Forward Veto Hodos ope (FVH)
plasti

onsists of 12 horizontally and 12 verti ally pla ed

s intillator bars equipped with photomultipliers on both sides [80, 90℄ (see Fig. 3.7

(right)). This enables to re onstru t parti le hit position from time signals registered on
both sides of the module. The bars are arranged in two layers with the relative distan e
of 77

m.

The FVH is mainly used to dete t parti les pun hing through the FRH and

to reje t them as too energeti

for the

rea tion, a passive iron absorber
the absorber

an be

pp → ppη

3.2.3

Depending on the measured

an be pla ed between FRH and FVH. The thi kness of

hosen from 5 mm up to 100 mm. Usage of the absorber enables to

disentangle between slow and fast re oil protons
and elasti

rea tion.

oming from meson produ tion rea tion

s attering.

Pellet Target system

The WASA-at-COSY dete tor is equipped with a spe ially designed target system [91
94℄, providing high density frozen droplets of hydrogen or deuterium,

alled pellets. It is

lo ated on a platform above the Central Dete tor, delivering pellets of an average size of
35

µm,

with frequen y rate of about 10 kHz, to the intera tion region by a thin 2 m long

pipe. The droplets are produ ed by a piezoele tri

transdu er, whi h indu e vibration of

the nozzle and brakes liquid stream into pie es. After passing through the s attering
ber, pellets are

aptured in a

ryogeni

ham-

dump. Fig. 3.8 shows s hemati ally the target-beam

arrangement (left) and the s heme of the pellet generation pro ess. Su h a

onstru tion

15 atoms/ m2 resatises requirements for a hieving high densities of parti les up to 10
32

sulting in luminosities up to 10

−2 s−1 with

m

COSY beam. Thus, WASA-at-COSY is

ombination of the 10

apable to

11 parti les of the

arry out high statisti s experiments,

needed to study rare and very rare de ays of mesons.
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Figure 3.8: View of the WASA-at-COSY Pellet Target System [9194℄.

3.3 Data A quisition System and trigger logi
In WASA-at-COSY experiment, to handle a high event rates whi h are typi ally larger
than 10 kHz, an e ient Data A quisition System (DAQ) was developed to digitalized and
store data for further o-line analysis [95℄. The s hemati

view of the system is show in

Fig 3.9.
Variety of dete tors used for registering desired pro esses, for es to use dierent digitalization modules. The plasti

s intillator elements (FWC, FTH, FRH, FVH and PS)

are read out by photomultipliers, from where the signal is dire ted to the splitters whi h
divide it (i) and dire ts to the leading edge dis riminators and then to the trigger system,
and (ii) to the shaper whi h stret hes the signal to about 100 ns and then to the FastCharge-to-Digital-Converters (F-QDC) whi h
whi h

an be further pro essed by

onverts analog signals to digits (numbers)

omputers [96℄. Also the same signal is used to digi-

tize time information by Fast-Time-to-Digital-Converters (F-TDC-GPX) whi h has a time
resolution of about 85 ps [97℄.
The signals from the Ele tromagneti

Calorimeter

rystals are splitted into two bran hes.

One goes to readout system built out of Slow-QDC's (Flash-ADC
Field-Programmable-Gate-Array (FPGA) to be integrated for
Slow-QDC's

hips) and then to the

harge measurement. The

an run in oating gate and xed gate mode depending on the experimen-

tal demands. Se ond signal is sent to the dis riminators and used for summing dierent
groups of signals together and then to be applied as a logi

signals whi h are sent dire tly

to the trigger system.
The straw

hambers (FPC and MDC) signals are rst amplied and then sent to the

dis riminators and then they are digitalized by the F1-TDC's (Slow-TDC), with the time
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WASA Detector System (FD and CD)
Trigger System

Digitalization
- SEC
- FPC, MDC

Slow
ADC, TDC

Fast
ADC, TDC

Discrimin-ators and
Splitters

- Plastic Scint.

Synchroni-zation
System

Slow
Trigger

- Group multiplic.
- Energy sum

Fast
Trigger

- Multiplicities
- Matching trigger

Readout computer farm (ikpwXX)
Event Builder
Storage (RAID/TAPE)
Figure 3.9: Blo k s heme of the Data A quisition System (DAQ) of the WASA-at-COSY exper-

iment.
resolution of around 120 ps [98℄.
The whole system
modules, whi h
2

µs

onsists of 14

rates equipped with QDC's and TDC's digitalization

ontinuously samples data streams and stores signals from ea h module in

1
FIFO queue. This type of buer allows to run the measurement without a trigger

delay. Ea h one of the digitalized signal is marked with a time stamp relative to the trigger,
whi h is broad asted by a Syn hronization System

onne ted to ea h

rate by Low-Voltage-

Dierential-Signaling (LVDS) bus. After the digitalization, signals are mat hed by the time
stamp and marked with the same event number.
Before event

an be saved it has to be

he ked to fulll the trigger logi

onditions of the trigger are based on the time and geometri al
tipli ities in dierent dete tion modules.

The

oin iden es and hit mul-

In the Forward Dete tor it is also possible to

apply a simple tra k nding algorithm on a trigger level. The so
ompares hit position in

[99℄.

alled Mat hing Trigger,

onse utive layers of FWC, FTH, FRH and de ides if they are

oming from the same parti le [100℄. This te hnique allows to sele t interesting events during the measurement and redu e the data rate to be later stored on the disk. Depending
on the studied physi al pro ess several trigger

onditions

an be imposed simultaneously

on the event by applying logi al and operation. Also a multiple trigger

onditions

an

be applied to the same data stream at the same time.
Further on, after passing through the trigger level, events are sent to Event Builder
1

An a ronym for First In, First Out, an abstra tion related to ways of organizing and manipulation of
data relative to time and prioritization.
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2 system. Ea h le is marked by a

whi h stores them in les of 20 GB size on a RAID

unique run number and after some time it is transferred from RAID to the tape ar hive
for permanent storage.

3.4 Missing and invariant mass te hniques
In order to evaluate physi al observable like bran hing ratios and asymmetry parameters, one has to extra t
In this thesis two

In both

lean signal of desired rea tion from the measured data sample.

omplete rea tion

hains have to be identied:

pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ,

(3.1)

pp → ppη → ppπ 0 e+ e− → ppe+ e− γγ.

(3.2)

ases rea tion identi ation will relay on determining the four-momentum ve tors

of all parti les in nal state.

The re onstru tion of protons in FRH will be based on

measurement of energy loss and the dire tion ve tor

~r

in the FPC. The

harged pions

and ele trons will be registered in CD, where MDC will provide the information about
the momentum ve tor

p~,

and energy losses will be measured in PS and SEC. The gamma

quanta originating from the de ay of neutral pion will be registered in SEC and their,
four-momentum ve tors will be re onstru ted based on the energy losses and the positions
of the hits.
The pro edure of extra tion of signal from interesting rea tion is divided in several
analysis steps, where

onditions for the minimal thresholds of energy are set and time

oin iden es between dierent tra ks are

he ked. In general the signal identi ation will

be based on the re onstru tion of missing and invariant masses.

The missing mass is

dened as follows:

mx =
where the

mx

q

(Ex2 − p~x 2 ) =

q

(Eb + mt − Ep1 − Ep2 )2 − (~
pb − p~1 − p~2 )2 ,

denotes the mass of unregistered short lived meson (in our

ase

(3.3)

η

meson),

Eb , p~b orresponds to the energy and momentum ve tor of the beam, respe tively, and Ep1 ,
Ep2 , p~1 , p~2 represent energies and momenta of re oil protons, and the mt stands for the
mass of the target. While the invariant mass reads:

v
!2
u
u X
Ei −
mx = t
i

where

Ei

and

pi

X
i

p~i

!2

,

(3.4)

orresponds to the energies and momenta of de ay produ ts of short lived

meson.
2

An a ronym for Redundant Array of Independent
multiple disk drive omponents into a logi al unit.

Disks

whi h is a storage te hnology that ombines
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pb pt → p1 p2 X
± ±
(π ,e ) will be

As a rst stage of rea tion identi ation a missing mass of the system
will be determined a

ording to the equation 3.3. Next

harge parti les

identied via invariant mass:

mπ± (e± ) =
Finally the signal from the
gamma quanta a

π0

q

Eπ2 ± (e± ) − ~p2π± (e± ) .

(3.5)

meson will be re onstru ted as the invariant mass of two

ording to the equation 3.4.

4. Rea tion kinemati s, analysis
methods and dete tor simulation
In order to understand properly the physi al pro esses, the
the dete tor response for both investigated rea tions were
we used the hadroni

omputer simulations of

arried out. For that purpose

event generator Pluto++ [101℄ and a WASA Monte Carlo Software

whi h is based on the GEANT pa kage [102℄ used to generate the response of whole dete tor
setup. Based on this we were able to reprodu e the kinemati s of the investigated rea tions
and to

al ulate the geometri al a

eptan e of the dete tor.

4.1 Event generator: Pluto++
The simulations were performed using the Pluto++ event generator, whi h enables
to simulate kinemati s of rea tions at beam momentum given by the user. As an output
the four-momentum ve tors of all parti les in the nal state are returned. In most of the
ases, four-momentum ve tors of all parti les in the exit

hannel are weighted a

ording to

1
the Phase Spa e using GENBOD routines [103℄. For a few rea tions and de ay hannels
a phenomenologi al properties of a given pro ess like angular distributions and transition
matrix elements are implemented into the

ode.

4.2 WASA Monte Carlo pa kage
To simulate the response of the dete tor for the generated data, a virtual model of
the WASA dete tor was built based on a GEANT 3.21 framework [102℄. The des ription
of the dete tor elements and support stru tures were fully modelled using an abstra t
obje ts
3D

alled  volumes whi h are lled with appropriate materials and embedded in a

oordinate system with an intera tion point in its

enter. Ea h volume is des ribed by

the geometri al dimensions and positions relative to the

enter of the

oordinate system.

The implementation in ludes the sensitive, as well the passive materials whi h

reates the

whole apparatus.
The intera tions of the parti les with the dete tor is done by propagating ea h of them
through the volumes and simulating a
pro esses like:

photon

ording to the known

ross se tions the physi al

onversion, produ tion of se ondary parti les, quen hing ee ts,

1

In this ontext the Phase Spa e term refers to an isotropi ally and uniformly distributed values of the
four-momentum ve tors of parti les produ ed in the 's' wave with the relative angular momentum J=0.
37
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Event generator (PLUTO++)

Experimental data

WMC (Geant - Monte Carlo)

Root Sorter
MC Hit Bank

RAW Hit Bank
Detector calibration

Filters

Cluster building, track reconstruction, particle identification

Histograms and Ntuples
Figure 4.1: The s hemati diagram of the Root-Sorter analysis workow.

multiple Coulomb s attering, hadroni

intera tions, energy losses. However, the pa kage

do not in lude the light propagation pro esses in the s intillator, ele troni

noise, and the

response of the photomultipliers. But still, the pa kage provides a very pre ise

omparison

to the measured experimental data.
The Monte Carlo simulation starts with the input of four-momentum ve tors from
Pluto++ event generator, and is ontinued with the stepping a tion of ea h parti le through
the volumes.

Generated responses for ea h event in lude the map of a tivated dete tor

elements, values of deposited energy and times. Further, mat hing of a tual experimental
onditions with the simulations, an additional smearing of the observable is possible via
separate input lter les.

4.3 Root-Sorter work ow s heme
The main analysis software used for o-line data pro essing is the Root-Sorter framework [104℄ whi h bases on the obje t oriented C++ language [105℄ and CERN-ROOT
pa kage [106℄.

The software is organized in a modular way, su h that, ea h

sponsible for dierent tasks like: tra ks or

luster nding,

lass is re-

alibration, and re onstru tion.

The ROOT software delivers very ri h library of standard mathemati al fun tions, histogramming and tting pro edures, and also provides the management of the input/output
streams.

It provides very useful

lasses for the ve tor and four-momentum ve tors ma-

nipulations as well most of the non-standard and dedi ated methods of re onstru tion,
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alibration and tra k nding whi h were prepared by the members of the WASA-at-COSY
and CELSIUS/WASA

ollaborations.

The event pro essing is divided into two stages: (i) low level, and (ii) high level analysis
(see Fig. 4.1). In the low level analysis, the raw signals from stored data les are loaded
into the

omputer memory and then

alibrated from QDC and TDC units, to the units

of energy represented in gigaele tronvolts (GeV) and time expressed in nanose onds (ns).
Also, the oset due to the ele troni

delays and non-uniformity

this stage. For the Monte Carlo data, instead of the

orre tions are applied on

alibration pro edures, the lters are

applied, whi h stores the smearing values of energy and times in order to a

ount for the

experimental resolution of the dete tion system.
The data ow for experiment after de oding and

alibration, and for simulations after

ltering is organized in the same way. At the beginning the signals from individual dete tion modules are

omposed into hits, and then they are stored in a HitBanks separately

allo ated for ea h dete tor. Then the
from one dete tor into

luster algorithm groups the adja ent hits

oming

lusters whi h are stored in Cluster-Banks. Subsequently, the tra k

nding algorithm is applied to the

luster banks and

reates from the

lusters belonging

to dierent dete tors an obje t, whi h is representing a parti le tra k.
The high level analysis refers in most of the

ases to the stage, in whi h user by himself

writes an analysis pro edures to extra t signal of desired rea tion, using re onstru ted
tra ks and

onstru ting missing an invariant mass spe tra, and also applying

uts.

On

this stage user loads the low level analysis modules and, the event pro essing is then
automati ally performed, so that the user

an a

ess information about registered parti les

in the form of the deposited energy and tra k dire tion
onsisten y, the tra k-,

~r.

Furthermore, for ba kward

luster- and hit- banks have an ability to inherit properties from

its prede essors, so that it is possible for the user at any stage of the analysis to a

ess to

low level information from top-level data stru tures.

4.4 Kinemati s of the pp → ppη → ppπ+π−π0(γγ)
and pp → ppη → ppπ0(γγ)e+e− rea tions
In the experiment the produ tion of the

η

meson was performed by

olliding the

proton beam of 1.4 GeV energy with a stationary proton pellet target. For the simulation
the Pluto++ event generator was used whi h in ludes properties of the
me hanism. One of them is the anisotropy parameter of the

η

η meson produ

polar angle in the

tion

enter of

cm
mass frame θη . This anisotropy was observed by the DISTO Collaboration [107℄ at the
beam kineti
beam energy

energies of 2.15, 2.5 and 2.85 GeV. In

ase of the investigated rea tion the

orresponds to the ex ess energy of Q = 55 MeV. As it was shown by the

COSY-11 and COSY-TOF
threshold for the

η

ollaborations [109112℄, in rea tions

meson produ tion this anisotropy vanishes.

loser to the kinemati
In addition, the proton
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Figure 4.2: The simulated kinemati s plots shows the orrelation of kineti energy with the s at-

tering angles for parti les in the nal state: (upper left) protons, (upper right) gamma quanta,
(lower left) pions, (lower right) ele trons and positrons. The red lines indi ate the geometri al

a eptan e of the WASA-at-COSY dete tor.
angular distribution, whi h with the in reasing beam momentum shows tenden y to be
aligned stronger to forward and ba kward dire tions was in luded. The de ay produ ts of
the

η

meson were distributed homogeneously in the whole phase spa e. For both rea tions

the distribution of the angles and energy of re oil protons and gamma quanta originating
from the
parti les.

π0

de ay, are the same.

The dieren es appears in the spe tra of the

As it is shown in Fig. 4.2 (lower left) the pions

the lower kineti

π±

harged

populate more frequently

energy region and lower polar angles. While, the ele trons and positrons

have more broader distribution of the energy and

θ

(Fig. 4.2 (lower right)). This dieren e

is due to around 300 times lower mass of the ele trons than pions.
In order to estimate the a
taken into a

eptan e, the geometri al

overage of the CD and FD was

ount. For dete ting protons in forward dire tion the a

o
to the angular range of 3

≤θ≤

eptan e is equivalent

18o and for pions and gamma quanta in

entral part is
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20o ≤ θ ≤ 169o

(see Fig. 4.2). For the rea tion

pp → ppη → π + π − π 0 (γγ)

the fra tion of

events whi h were found in the sensitive range of the dete tor (red lines) is equal to 35.3%.

pp → ppη → π 0 (γγ)e+ e−

While, for the
46.9%.
To

pro ess the geometri al a

eptan e is equal to

he k the event generator properties the Dalitz plot expressed in variables dened

by equations (2.8) and (2.9) was plotted, using the simulated four-momentum ve tors. As
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Figure 4.3: Simulations of the Dalitz plot for the η → π + π − π 0 de ay a

-0.5

0

0.5

1
Y

ording the to the

homogeneous phase spa e population. (left) The two dimensional Dalitz plot in normalized X,Y
oordinate system. (middle) Proje tion of the Dalitz plot to X axis. (right) Proje tion of the
Dalitz Plot to Y axis.
it was mentioned in Chapter 2 the Dalitz plot represents a population of kinemati ally
available phase spa e. In the

ase of simulation, performed under the assumption of no

intera tions between parti les, the Dalitz plot should be populated homogeneously. As it is
shown in Fig. 4.3 (left), the results of the simulations are

onsistent with these expe tations.

Additionally in Fig. 4.3 (middle) and Fig. 4.3 (right) the proje tions of the Dalitz plot into
the X and Y axes are presented.
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5. Tra k sele tion and re onstru tion
The data analysis aiming at identi ation of

ppη →

ppπ 0 (γγ)e+ e− rea tion

pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 (γγ)

and

pp →

hains, at the rst stage is the same, thus the pro edures

for both rea tions, will be dis ussed simultaneously. The tra k re onstru tion is based on
signals registered in Forward and Central Dete tor of WASA setup. At the beginning of
the re onstru tion pro ess hits in dete tor elements whi h belong to the same parti le are
merged into

lusters. Next, the

lusters re onstru ted in dierent dete tors are

into single parti le tra k. For both investigated pro esses the trigger

ombined

onditions and tra k

re onstru tion pro edures are the same.

5.1 Data set and trigger onditions
The data analyzed in this thesis were
2008. The

2.142

η

GeV/

olle ted during the two week run in the year

meson was produ ed in a rea tion of proton beam with momentum of
and a stationary proton target. The ex ess energy for the

equal to Q = 60 MeV, for whi h the produ tion

9.8 ± 1.0 µb [113℄.

This

ross se tion of the

ppη

pb =

system was

η meson amounts to σ =

ross se tion allowed to measure large event rates enabling to study

rare and very rare de ay pro esses.

However, in the proton-proton intera tions one has

to deal with a large ba kground originating from the dire t multi-meson produ tion. For

η → π + π − π 0 de ay the physi al ba kground
+ − 0
via the pp → ppπ π π rea tion hannel.

the interesting
of three pions

omes from dire t produ tion
The total

this rea tion is in the same order of magnitude as the one for the

η

ross se tion for

produ tion pro ess.

+ − 0
Therefore, part of this ba kground with an invariant mass of π π π system
mass of the

η

meson will

ontribute to the signal range.

ba kground ratio should be about ten in

→

π0

Yet, the situation for a two pions

ppπ + π − ) is worser, be ause the total

times larger [115℄ than for the
misidentied

However, expe ted signal to

ase of tagging by means of the missing mass

of two protons, with resolution of a few MeV [114℄.
dire t produ tion (pp

η

lose to the

meson produ tion.

ross se tion is hundred

But in this

ase only events with

an be mistakenly taken as the signal and therefore one

an suppress the

ba kground due to dierent nal state than signal rea tion.
In

η→

ase of the

η → π 0 e+ e−

nal state, the ba kground

omes mostly from the rea tion

e+ e− γ where the additional gamma quantum is re onstru ted due to the splitting of

signals in the

alorimeter, and rea tions with nal state of

and positrons
onstitutes the

an be misidentied with

harged pions.

π+ π− π0

for whi h the ele trons

Another sour e of ba kground

onversion of gamma quanta on the beam pipe, where the intera tion

of photons in the beryllium

an

ause emission of the ele tron and positron pair.
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Figure 5.1: The ADC distribution for the Forward Veto Hodos ope dete tor after pedestal subFV H
tra tion. The threshold on the dis riminator used for the Tµ=0
was set to 22 mV whi h orresponds

ee tively to the value of 300 in the units of the ADC hannels.

suppress this type of ba kground the studies of the

onversion pro ess has to be performed.

Moreover, the dire t produ tion of two neutral pion with subsequent de ays, into
and

π 0 → e+ e− γ (pp → π 0 π 0 → e+ e− γγγ )

experimental

onditions and large hadroni

meson de ays in proton-proton

an obs ure the sear hed signal.

π 0 → γγ

Thus the

ba kground make the investigation of the

ollisions experimentally

η

hallenging, and demands a very

sele tive trigger.
In order to re onstru t

2p, 2π

(or

2e)

and

basing on the simultaneous fullment of spe i
SEC, will sele t two

2γ

one has to

onstru t a trigger, whi h

onditions in FTH, FRH, FVH, PSB and

harged parti les in the Forward Dete tor and two

neutral parti les in the Central Dete tor.

harged and two

The rst requirement was that at least two

harged parti les in se ond layer of the FRH will be dete ted

F RH2
Tµ>2

(where

the hit multipli ity in the dete tors), together with the Mat hing Trigger
requiring that at least two groups of

lusters from dierent dete tors

same azimuthal angle. Furthermore we set a reje tion 'veto'
least one

indi ates

ondition

MT
Tµ>2

orresponds to the

ondition for events when at

FV H
harged parti le was registered in FVH dete tor (Tµ=0 ). This requirement was

used to dis ard events with too energeti
s attering rea tion. The
Fig. 5.1.

µ

protons

oming most probably from the elasti

orresponding ADC spe trum of the FVH dete tor is shown in

In the Central Dete tor at least two

harged parti les in Plasti

S intillating

P SB
Barrel Tµ>2 were required and at least one parti le in the S intillating Ele tromagneti

5.2. Sele tion of tra ks in the Forward Dete tor
Calorimeter

SEC .
Tµ>1
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Thus summarizing, the main trigger for dete tion of the interesting

rea tions, reads:

F RH2
MT
FV H
P SB
SEC
Tη = Tµ>2
∧ Tµ>2
∧ Tµ=0
∧ Tµ>2
∧ Tµ>1
.

(5.1)

All the events whi h fullled this requirements were saved to the disk.

5.2 Sele tion of tra ks in the Forward Dete tor
Finding and re onstru tion of parti le tra k in the Forward Dete tor relay on geometri al overlap of

lusters, whi h are formed based on hits in dierent dete tors.

pla e where a parti le

The

rosses the FTH, is determined as an overlapping region of three

elements from ea h dete tion layer. This allows to determine a line from an assumed intera tion point of the beam and target to the

enter of the pixel. Also a time information

is determined for tra ks as an average time of signals in ea h layer of FTH. Then, the
angular information is improved by re onstru tion of tra ks in FPC, where the polar (θ )
and azimuthal (φ) angles of the tra k are re onstru ted based on position of sense wires
and the drift times. For the re onstru tion pro edure a line parameters determined in FTH
are used as an initial values. This pro edure typi ally improves the angular resolution by

Y [cm]

a fa tor of two and more. After the tra k formation, the information from

lusters about

60
40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-60

-40

-20

0

20

40
60
X [cm]

Figure 5.2: (left) S hemati view of the FTH pixel formation in the XY plane perpendi ular to

the beam line. The green point denotes the enter of the pixel whi h is taken as the hit position.
(right) Example of the hit distribution in the FTH. The spe trum shows the hits in the enter of

ea h pixel.
azimuthal overlapping, energy deposits, and time dieren es from the FWC, FRH and
FVH are taken into a

ount.
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5.3 Sele tion of tra ks in the Central Dete tor
The Central Dete tor allows to register

η

harged and neutral parti les

oming from the

meson de ays. As a rst step, signals registered in ea h of the dete tion elements are

formed into a

luster, for ea h dete tor separately. Next,

lusters from dierent dete tors

are mat hed in order to re onstru t a tra k of parti le whi h passes through the dete tion
system. The tra k re onstru tion algorithm, based on the signals registered in MDC and
PSB sear hes for all
asso iated with a

harged parti le tra ks.

Afterwords, remaining signals in SEC not

harged parti le, are treated as originating from neutral parti les.

In SEC when a parti le hits the
spreads over nearest elements.

rystal an ele tromagneti

shower is produ ed, whi h

The re onstru tion pro edure starts with a sear h for a

rystal with deposited energy greater than 5 MeV. When su h a
routine puts it in a
routine

enter of a pre- luster whi h is a square of

3×3

rystal is found, the
elements. Next, the

he ks energy in the adja ent elements. If the energy is greater than 2 MeV the

element is added to the

luster. These elements also be ome a referen e in the next step

of the pro edure. Finally, the algorithm terminates if there is no more

rystals with the

energy greater than 2 MeV. In addition only elements whi h have a time signals within
50 ns window are in luded into a

rystals greater than 20 MeV are

×106
220
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lusters with sum of energy of

onsidered for further analysis. This

Counts

Counts

individual

luster. Further on, only

ondition
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Figure 5.3: (left) Dieren e in the azimuthal angle ∆φMDC,P SB of the exit oordinate of the

MDC and the PSB dete tors. (right) Distribution of the opening angle αMDC,SEC between luster
position in SEC al ulated from the extrapolation of the helix from the MDC and the real luster
position measured in the SEC. The small spike stru tures seen in the spe trum are due to the
granularity of the dete tor. In both gures red lines indi ates the onditions under whi h lusters
were assigned to one tra k.
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Figure 5.4: (left) The dieren e in the azimuthal angle ∆φP SB,SEC of the luster in the PSB and

luster in the SEC dete tors. The bumpy stru tures on the spe trum are due to the granularity of
the dete tor. (right) Dieren e between the time of the luster in PSB and time of the luster in
SEC. In both gures red lines indi ates the onditions under whi h lusters were assigned to one
tra k.
allows to remove low energy noise signals and as a result suppresses the ba kground.
The PSB

lusters produ ed by one parti le are build from neighboring dete tion ele-

ments whi h are in a time window of 10 ns. The
for three dete tion elements to build one
is sear hing for most energeti

luster nding routine allows maximally

luster. Similarly as for the SEC the pro edure

hits, and then

he ks for hits in

The minimal deposited energy of a hit whi h is taken into a
The MDC

losest dete tion elements.

ount is 0.5 MeV.

lustering and re onstru tion algorithms rely on nding the hits in 17 layers

of straw tube dete tors.

The pro edure is realized in two steps.

First the routine uses

the pattern re ognition where hits in ea h tube are proje ted into plane perpendi ular to
the beam axis [116℄.

Then the pro edure ts a

of distan es between the hit position and the

ir le, and minimizes the weighted sum
enter of the

algorithm ts a straight line to hits in the 'Rz' plane
Re onstru tion of parti le momentum ve tor
helix assuming the homogeneous magneti
After obtaining

In the se ond stage,

reating a three dimensional helix.

omponents is done from the

urvature of the

eld inside the dete tor.

luster information from all

rithm is used. This pro edure mat hes

ir le.

entral dete tors the tra k nding algo-

lusters from MDC, PSB and SEC dete tors and

assigns them to one parti le. First the helix from the drift

hamber is extrapolated to pass

through PSB and SEC. Next, the pro edure mat hes exit position of the helix from the
MDC with the

φ.

The

luster position in PSB, by

he king the dieren e in the azimuthal angle

lusters are grouped into one tra k if the

|∆φM DC,P SB | = |φM DC − φP SB |

is less
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than

10o .

The experimental spe trum of the

∆φM DC,P SB

is shown in Fig. 5.3 (left).

Furthermore, the mat hing between the MDC and SEC is done by he king the opening
angle

αM DC,SEC

between

al ulated position of the hit in the

polation of the helix to the SEC, and measured
mat hes the

Also, an additional mat hing
dete tors. In this

αM DC,SEC

riteria are

o
be less than 20 , to be a

αM DC,SEC

ase, the pro edure

is less or equal to

20o .

parameter is shown in Fig. 5.3 (right).

he ked between

ase angular and time information for

value of dieren e in azimuthal angle

time of the

luster position. In this

lusters into one tra k if the opening angle

The experimental distribution of the

alorimeter from the extra-

∆φP SB,SEC

lusters in PSB and SEC

lusters are available. The absolute

between

lusters in PSB and SEC has to

epted as originating from one parti le. Also dieren e between

luster registered in PSB and time of the

luster in SEC, has to be in time

oin iden e window of 80 ns (±40 ns). The experimental distribution of the azimuthal angle

between PSB and SEC is shown in Fig. 5.4 (left), and the time dieren e distribution is
shown in Fig. 5.4 (right).

6. Identi ation of the pp → ppη
rea tion
After tra ks re onstru tion des ribed in the previous Se tion as a next step of analysis
the identi ation of protons registered in the Forward Dete tor and re onstru tion of their
four-momentum ve tors was done. Events

orresponding to the

pp → ppη

rea tion were

identied based on the missing mass te hnique. The main trigger in the experiment aiming
at sele tion of the

pp → ppX

rea tion required two hits in se ond layer of the Range

Hodos ope dete tor, azimuthal angle agreement between FRH, FTH and FWC, and no
hits in Veto Hodos ope. The trigger

onditions were des ribed in details in Se tion 5.1.

6.1 Identi ation of re oil protons
In order to sele t protons from

pp → ppη

of ba kground rea tions and random

rea tion one has to deal with large amount

oin iden es.

First the re onstru tion algorithm

re ognizes tra ks based on signals registered in dierent dete tors as it was des ribed in
Se tion 5.2. Then tra ks whi h
as

oming from

orresponds to a signals in the FPC dete tor are marked

harged parti le and

onsidered for further analysis. Next, the

to reje t noise signals were applied. Signals assigned to tra ks are
25 MeV minimal energy deposit

eptan e of the Forward Dete tor whi h

dete t parti les only in the polar angle range of

∆E − E

method. In this te hnique

harged parti le in the rst layer of the Forward Range Hodos ope

is plotted as a fun tion of the energy deposited in whole FRH.

pp → ppX

an

3o − 18o .

The parti le identi ation is done by means of the

the

he ked to satisfy the

ondition in the whole forward dete tor. Further on, tra ks

are veried if they are inside geometri al a

the energy deposited by

onditions

The protons

rea tion are seen in Fig. 6.1 (left) as two-arm band.

The

oming from
ondition for

proton identi ation is indi ated on the plot as a region within the borders of the bla k
lines. After these

uts, only events, with two properly identied protons were

hosen for

for further analysis (see Fig. 6.1 (right)).
The several dis ontinuity in the upper proton band seen in Fig. 6.1 (left) are due to
passive material (8 mm plexi) whi h is holding elements of ea h layer together. When a
parti le is passing through region between layers it losses some part of its energy in plexi
material. The dete tion of this loss is impossible, whi h is revealed as a dis ontinuity on the

∆E −E

spe trum. One

an also observe a stru ture at low energy deposition region, where

the most of minimum ionizing pions are giving signals.
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The long tail whi h is lo alized
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Figure 6.1: (left) The parti le identi ation plot for Forward Dete tor. The orrelation of energy

deposited by harged parti les in the rst layer of the FRH dete tor as a fun tion of energy
deposited in whole Range Hodos ope. The superimposed bla k line indi ates ut region from whi h
event were taken for further analysis. (right) Charge parti le multipli ity in Forward Dete tor
after parti le identi ation. The green shaded area indi ate that for the further analysis only
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events with exa tly two protons re onstru ted were hosen.
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Figure 6.2: The time dieren e between signals from protons measured in FTH. In order to

minimize the random oin iden e, the proton andidate pair has to have time dieren e within
window of ±7 ns.
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behind the lower band originates from nu lear intera tions of protons with the material
of the dete tor. Also the

ontinuous ba kground is due to the nu lear intera tions. The

fra tion of events where two protons were identied in the Forward Dete tor after applying
above

onditions is equal to 26% (Fig. 6.1 (right)).

Further, in order to properly sele t two protons the time dieren e between two subsequent signals in the Forward Dete tor was

∆tp1 p2

he ked. The pair with the time dieren e

within time window of 14 ns (±7 ns) are sele ted for further analysis. The

sponding distribution of
0 ns whi h is

∆tp1 p2

is shown in Fig. 6.2. One

orre-

an see a very steep peak around

oming from protons and almost at ba kground originating from random

oin iden es.

6.2 Identi ation of the η meson
After re onstru tion and identi ation of two protons in the Forward Dete tor originating from

pp → ppX

rea tion one

an plot a missing mass distribution a

formula 3.3 in order to identify the produ tion of the

η

ording to

meson. The resulting spe trum of

the missing mass is shown in Fig. 6.3. A peak originating from the produ tion of the
meson is

learly seen on the top of a

distribution outside the
peak seen in Fig. 6.3
de ay

η→

η

η

ontinues and broad ba kground. The shape of the

peak region originates form the dire t pions produ tion.

ontains not only the events

The

orresponding to the nal state of the

π + π − π 0 but also other harged de ays of the

η

meson whi h full the

of the trigger and presele tion in the Central Dete tor. Mainly it may be the
de ay whi h has a bran hing ratio of 4.60 %.

ondition

η → π+ π− γ

In order to des ribe the shape of the ba kground and estimate the signal to ba kground
ratio on this stage of the analysis several rea tion
ground
the

pp → ppπ + π − π 0 pro esses. For both rea tions
tion for beam energy of Eb = 1.4 GeV are unknown. However, from the shape

onstitute the

ross se

hannels were simulated. The main ba k-

pp →

ppπ + π − and

of the ex itation fun tion for these rea tions one

an roughly predi t that the ratio of the

σpp→ppπ+ π−
ross se tions is equal to about
σpp→ppπ+ π− π0 ≈ 100. Moreover the simulations of the signal
+ − 0
+ −
+ −
de ays η → π π π and ba kground pro esses like: η → π π γ and η → e e γ were

performed. Simulated data samples were analyzed in the same way as it was done for the
experimental data. The results of the simulations in

omparison to the experimental data

are presented in Fig. 6.3.
In order to estimate signal to ba kground ratio simulated missing mass spe tra of
ba kground rea tions were tted to the data, ex luding the signal region from 0.52 to
0.57 GeV, a

ording to the formula:

B(mm, α, β) = α · fpp→ppπ+π− (mm) + β · fpp→ppπ+π− π0 (mm),
α and β denotes the free parameters
fpp→ppπ+π− (mm) and fpp→ppπ+π− π0 (mm) indi ates

where the

(6.1)

varied during the t, and fun tions
the missing mass spe tra of simulated
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Figure 6.3: Missing mass distribution for the pp → ppX rea tion measured at beam momentum

of pb = 2.14 GeV /c after the presele tion des ribed in this Se tion and identi ation of two protons

in Forward Dete tor (bla k re tangles). The solid lines indi ate results of the simulations of signal
and ba kground hannels as given in the gure. The shaded area indi ates the tted sum o all
simulated rea tion hannels.
ba kground rea tions. One
experimental data.

an see that the simulations are in a good agreement with the

Obtained signal to ba kground ratio on this stage of the analysis is

equal to 0.6.
The method to further improve the signal to ba kground ratio and sele t investigated
de ay

hannel will be presented in Se tion 7.

7. Extra tion of signal for the
η → π 0π +π − hannel
η

The

10−21

meson is a parti le with an average life time of

immediately after being produ ed into lighter mesons.

s, thus it de ays almost

In the WASA fa ility the de ay

produ ts are dete ted and identied in the Central Dete tor (the detail des ription how
the tra k re onstru tion and

lustering algorithm work was given in se tion 5.3).

Initially the tra ks originating from the de ay of the
Dete tor have to be
This is done by

η

meson registered in Central

orrelated in time with two protons identied in the Forward Dete tor.

he king the time

oin iden es between protons and parti les in CD. The

time of two protons in Forward Dete tor is determined based on signals from the FTH
dete tor whi h is positioned 1.5 m downstream from the intera tion point. Thus this time
has to be

orre ted for the time-of-ight a

ording to the equation:

tp = tF T H −
where

l

l
,
β·c

(7.1)

denotes the distan e from the intera tion point to the hit position in the FTH

dete tor,

β

indi ates the proton velo ity and

tp

stands for time when proton left the

intera tion region. Finally the time of parti les registered in CD is

ompared to the average

time of both identied protons.
In the Central Dete tor the timing for the

harged parti les is provided by the PSB

dete tor, and for the neutral parti le it is readed from the SEC. Both types of parti les
are treated separately due to dierent distan e to the intera tion point and dierent time
resolution of the PSB and SEC. The PSB is a plasti
time signals with a very good a
are slower and are

s intillating dete tor giving a very fast

ura y. While, the organi

rystals building

hara terized by worser time resolutions.

For both

alorimeter

harge and neutral

parti les the time distributions (see Fig. 7.1) shows a pronoun ed peak on an almost at
ba kground. In

ase of

harged parti les the sele tion window is 14 ns wide (± 7 ns), while

for the neutral parti les it is 30 ns wide (± 15 ns).
Furthermore, the tra ks are

he ked to t the geometry of the Central Dete tor. The

harged parti les are identied only if at least 2 axial and 3 stereo straws gives a signal
and this is possible only if the parti le passes at least ve layers of the MDC. Therefore,
-

eptan e of the

159o . For the neutral parti les, SEC a

eptan e enables to register signals in the range of

20o -

harged parti les is equal to

24o

the range of the polar angle for the a

169o .

To sele t
time and a

andidates for the
eptan e

η → π+ π− π0

de ay, the re onstru ted tra ks whi h fullled

onditions are taken into a
53

ount.

Only events with exa tly two
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of dieren es between time of parti les registered in CD and average

time of protons in FD orre ted for the time-of-ight: (left) for harged parti les registered in
PSB, (right) for neutral lusters dete ted in SEC. The superimposed red lines indi ate the time
window of the event a eptan e, where for harge parti les it is −7 ns ≤ ∆tCDC ≤ 7 ns and for
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Figure 7.2: (left) Multipli ity of harged parti les registered in Central Dete tor. The green

area indi ates multipli ities equal to 2, whi h is taken for further analysis. (right) Experimental
distribution of multipli ity for neutral parti les dete ted in Central Dete tor after identi ation of
two protons and sele tion of two oppositely harged parti les.

7.1. Identi ation of harged pions π±
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harges, and at least two neutral

orresponding graph of multipli ity for

lusters are saved for

harged parti les is shown in

Fig. 7.2 (left). The distribution shows that only in about 5 % of all events there are more
than two

harged parti les identied.

events were exa tly two oppositely

Therefore, for further analysis we take only these
harged parti les were re onstru ted in the Central

Dete tor.
The multipli ity of neutral parti les registered in SEC, after identi ation of protons
in FD and two oppositely
distribution one

harged parti les in CD is shown in Fig. 7.2 (right). From this

an see that in most

ases the two neutral parti les were registered in the

alorimeter. The events in whi h number of neutral
due to splitting and hadroni
this stage of analysis we a
parti les

intera tions of

lusters is greater than two is partially

harged parti le with the s intillator.

At

ept all the events independently of the multipli ity of neutral

andidates.

7.1 Identi ation of harged pions π±
The sele tion of

harged pions bases on momentum re onstru tion from the

of parti le traje tories in magneti

eld in the Mini Drift Chamber

information about energy losses in the Plasti
Ele tromagneti

Calorimeter (∆E

− |~
p|

S intillator Barrel and the S intillating

orrelation between energy deposited in the s in-

harged parti le and absolute value of momentum

In this method for the dierent types of parti les the
mentum dier and leave distin t bands whi h
purpose. Figure 7.3 shows
Carlo simulations for the

an be graphed.

orrelation of energy loss and mo-

an be used for separation and identi ation

orresponding identi ation spe tra obtained from the Monte

η → π + π − π 0 (π 0 → e+ e− γ)

densely populated areas are
tiplied by sign of

ombined with the

method).

For both dete tors PSB and SEC the
tillating material by

urvatures

de ay.

For both dete tors four

learly visible. For better visualization the momenta are mul-

harge whi h enable to separate in the gure negatively and positively

harged parti les.
In the

alorimeter pions and ele trons deposit their total kineti

energy, whi h at given

momentum is larger for light ele trons than for heavier pions. This allows to impose the
identi ation

onditions to distinguish between both type of parti les as

an be seen in

Fig. 7.4 (left). The red line imposed on the plot indi ates the pion identi ation
given by the inequality:

ondition

∆ESEC < 1.05 · |~
p| · q − 0.06.

To apply the same method in PSB an energy loss is normalized to the path length of
the parti le when passing through the dete tor. One

an also see that in

parti les the energy loss in the whole range of the momentum is almost

ase of

e−

and

e+

onstant. In this

ase for a given momentum ele trons deposit less energy than pions be ause energy loss
de reases with in rease of velo ity. Experimental spe tra of pions and leptons similarly as
in SEC, reveal separate bands as it is visible in Fig. 7.3 (right).

∆ ESEC [GeV]
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Figure 7.3: Simulated distribution of the energy deposited in the alorimeter (left), and in plasti

s intillator (right) as a fun tion of the parti les momentum and harge. The stru tures on the left
part of both spe tra orresponds to parti les with -1 and on the right side with +1 harge state.
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The bands orresponding to pions and ele trons are marked respe tively.
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Figure 7.4: Experimental ∆E − |~
p| spe tra used for parti le identi ation in Central Dete tor.

Energy deposit as a fun tion on momentum and harge: in the SEC (left), and in PSB before
applying identi ation ondition in SEC (right). The superimposed lines in left panel indi ate
the ut regions used to sele t signal events.
In

ase of this analysis rst sele tion of pions with the

energy and momentum in S intillating Ele tromagneti

onditions on the

orrelation of

Calorimeter are applied (Fig. 7.4
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(left)), and further events whi h met this requirement are

he ked in the Plasti

S intillator

∆ EPSB [GeV]

Barrel Fig. 7.5. This enables to reje t parti le misidentied in the SEC.
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Figure 7.5: Experimental ∆E − |~
p| spe tra used for parti le identi ation in PSB after applying

identi ation ondition in SEC, with superimposed lines indi ating the ut regions used to sele t
signal events.
One

an also see that in the experimental spe tra for the PSB dete tor (Fig. 7.4 (right))

± bands are mu h more densely populated than
the e
be ause the

π± .

This pi ture

an be

onfusing

ross se tion for the pion produ tion is few orders of magnitude higher than

for ele trons. But one has to stress that the identi ation plots are made after demanding
at least two neutral

lusters in the ele tromagneti

pions from the dire t produ tion via

hannel

pp →

an only pass the requirements when two fake
o ) are wrongly identied as photon.

alorimeter.

Thus, the number of

ppπ + π − drasti ally de reases and they

lusters (for e.g.

due to hadroni

Furthermore, requirement of at least two neutral

parti les, enhan es in the sele ted sample fra tional number of events
onversion pro ess of photons on a beryllium beam pipe. One
originating from the external photon
between the

was

onversion based on the

IMBP

(e+ e− )

orresponding to the

an suppress the ba kground
orrelation of the distan e

RCA of
+
− pair
al ulated assuming that the e e

enter of the intera tion region and the point of

two heli es, and the invariant mass

split-

losest approa h

reated in the beam pipe. The dilepton pair originating from the

reates small values of the invariant mass and the minimal

RCA

onversion pro ess

value should be around

30 mm (for parti les ying perpendi ular to the beam pipe) whi h is the radius of the
beam pipe. The
invariant mass

orresponding

orrelation between the radius of

losest approa h and the

al ulated on the beam pipe is illustrated in Fig. 7.6 (left). The

and non- onversion events are very

learly separated. One

an see that

onversion

onversion pro ess
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Figure 7.6: (left) Experimental distribution of the distan e RCA between intera tion point and

the re onstru ted e+ e− vertex versus the invariant mass of e+ e− pair al ulated assuming that
p| for PSB dete tor
lepton pair originates from the beam pipe. (right) Distribution of the ∆E − |~

after demanding only events with RC A < 10 mm and invariant masses of e+ e− grater than 0.07
GeV/ 2 .
enhan es density population in the region of low invariant masses and

RCA > 30 mm.

The

ele trons and pions originating from produ tion rea tions populate larger invariant masses
and distan e

RCA

lose to 0. Furthermore, in order to

he k how the

onversion events

∆E −|~
p| for the PSB dete tor under
+ −
ondition that RC A is smaller than 10 mm and invariant masses e e are greater than

inuen e the identi ation distributions we plotted the
the

0.07 GeV/

2 . The resulting spe trum

onversion event region one

an be seen in Fig. 7.6 (right). After reje ting the

an see that the

e±

band is almost invisible. However, it is

important to stress that, this restri tion is not used in the further analysis of the de ay

η → π+ π− π0 .

7.2 Identi ation of γ quanta and π0 mesons
The re onstru tion of the

π0

meson relies on registration and identi ation of two

gamma quanta in the S intillating Ele tromagneti

Calorimeter. As it was shown in Fig. 7.2

(right) for fra tion of about 15% of events, due to splitting, more than two

lusters were

re onstru ted. For these events to sele t pair originating from the neutral pion de ay we
apply the

hi-square test a

ording to the equation:

χ2ij =

(IM (γi γj ) − mπ0 )2
,
σπ2 0

(7.2)

7.2. Identi ation of γ quanta and π0 mesons
mπ0 = 134.98
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IM (γi γj ) is the invariant
2
mass of two photon andidates, and σ 0 is the experimental mass resolution. The invariant
π
where the

mass is

al ulated a

MeV denotes mass of the neutral pion,

ording to the formula:

IM (γi γj ) =
where

Eγ

and

θγi γj

q

q
θγ γ
|Pγ + Pγ |2 = 2 Eγi Eγj sin i j ,
2

indi ate the energy of photon

(7.3)

andidates and opening angle between
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Figure 7.7: The invariant mass distribution for two photons registered in the alorimeter: (left)

for the experimental data, (right) for the simulated sample. In the ase of three photon andidates
only these pairs were taken into a ount for whi h the χ2 dened in eq. 7.2 was minimal. In
both ases a lear peak is visible at the mass of the neutral pion mπ0 = 134.98 M eV . The
superimposed solid line indi ates the Gaussian t in order to determine the resolution and position
of the invariant mass peak. The obtained resolution for both experimental and simulated data
equals to σ ≈ 17 M eV .
For further analysis we a
Furthermore to
into a

ept only these two

i, j

lusters for whi h the

χ2ij

is minimal.

lear the data sample and reje t split-o ee t of photons we have taken

ount only pairs of

lusters with opening angles greater than

with lower values of opening angles are mainly
ontributing to the ba kground.

40o .

The photon pair

oming from split-o pro esses and are

The spe trum of the invariant mass of a

epted pairs

of photons is shown in Fig. 7.7, where distribution on the left panel was obtained from
experimental data sample and in the right panel from the simulated data.
Experimentally obtained distribution of invariant mass of two photons shows a

0
peak at the mass of the π meson. To

lear

ompare and tune the simulation of the dete tor

response we have plotted the same spe tra for the simulated sample, and tted the peak
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region with the gauss fun tion. Parameters obtained for both spe tra are in agreement. The
invariant mass resolution for the experiment and simulation is almost the same and equals
to

σ ≈ 17M eV .

Thus the Monte Carlo simulations are well tuned to the experimental

onditions.

7.3 Ba kground suppression
After sele ting

omplete rea tion

hain whi h reads

pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 (γγ)

and

identifying all the parti les in the nal state using methods des ribed in previous se tions,
one

an plot distribution of the missing mass of the

pp → ppX

+ − 0
of the invariant mass of the de ay produ ts π π π (γγ).
shown in Fig. 7.8. A
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meson. However, a large amount of ba kground is still present in the data sample.
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Figure 7.8: (left) The experimental distribution of the invariant mass of the π + π − π 0 (γγ) system

as a fun tion of the missing mass for the pp → ppX rea tion, after parti les sele tion and identi-

 ation introdu ed in previous se tions. (middle) Experimental distribution of the missing mas
for the pp → ppX . (right) Experimental distribution of the invariant mass of the π + π − π 0 system.

The remaining ba kground is
of two pions via
via

pp →

pp →

aused mostly by the two pro esses: (1) dire t produ tion

ppπ + π − rea tion, and (2) by dire t produ tion of three pions

ppπ + π − π 0 (γγ) rea tion

hain.

For the two pion produ tion, the previously

des ribed event sele tion and identi ation method turned out to be insu ient due to
splitting of signal in the

alorimeter.

Nevertheless, this ba kground

ontribution

an be

further suppressed using methods whi h will be des ribed in this se tion.
The

ontribution of the dire t two pion produ tion

mentum and energy

pp →

onservation.

ppπ + π − X rea tion, where in

One

an be identied using the mo-

an look at the spe trum of the square of the

ase of the signal rea tion X denotes missing neutral

pion. Re onstru ted missing mass of desired rea tion should be around the squared mass
of the neutral pion

m2π0 = 0.018 GeV 2 /c4 ,

and the mass for rea tions where the

not produ ed should be around zero. Left panel of Fig. 7.9 shows

π0

was

orresponding missing
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mass spe trum for simulated signal and ba kground rea tions (solid lines), as well as the
experimental data (bla k points). One

an observe two peaks. First lo ated around zero

orresponds to the ba kground events where no additional parti le was produ ed (or it
was massless). The se ond peak

orresponds to three pion produ tion in the nal state

Counts/ 4 MeV/c2

Counts/ 0.4 MeV2/c4

0
lo ated around squared π mass. To further suppress the ba kground from the two pion
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Figure 7.9: Distribution of the missing mass squared to the system pp → ppπ + π − X (left) and

missing mass to the pp → π + π − X rea tion as obtained after the requirement that missing mass
on the left gure is larger than 0.005 GeV 2 /c2 (right). In both panels solid lines indi ate reonstru ted events from simulations of signal rea tion pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ

(red histogram), ba kground η de ay via hannel pp → ppη → ppπ + π − γ (blue histogram), three

pion dire t produ tion pp → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ (green histogram) and two pion produ tion

pp → ppπ + π − (dark green histogram), bla k points denote the experimentally measured distribu-

tions, and the yellow area is sum of all simulated rea tions. The superimposed line in both plots

indi ates the ut hosen to suppress two pion ba kground. The spe trum for X = ppπ 0 is spread
below the sum of masses 2 · mp + mπ0 be ause of the nite experimental resolution of determining
the four momentum ve tors.

nal state, all events with squared missing mass of the

GeV 2 /c4

are reje ted.

The applied

(left). It redu es the 90% of the

ppπ + π −

system lower then 0.005

ondition is indi ated as a solid red line in Fig. 7.9

η → π+ π− γ

ba kground and 97% of the

de reasing the e ien y for the signal by 41%.
The remaining ba kground

an be suppressed by looking at the missing mass for the

π + π − X rea tion, where for the signal (X

pp →
2 · mp + mπ0 = 2.01 GeV /c2 .

pp → ppπ + π −

Whereas, in

= ppπ 0 ), mX

should be larger than

ase of the dire t produ tion of the two

harged

pions the missing mass is only due to two protons and the distribution is shifted towards

the lower masses. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 7.9 (right) where the experimental
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and simulated data are shown in the same way as it was for the left panel. One

an see

that in the measured data the signal peaks are separated from ea h other. The

ut was

hosen to a

ept missing masses greater than

1.95

GeV /c2 .

This allows to redu e the

remaining two-pion ba kground to negligible level, de reasing the e ien y of the signal
re onstru tion by 0.1% only.
The result of all previously applied

ondition is illustrated in Fig. 7.10. It

an be seen

that the multi-meson ba kground (mostly dire t two pion produ tion) was signi antly
redu ed

ompared to the one shown in Fig. 7.8.

The signal to ba kground ratio was
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improved from 0.8 to 2.2 The spe trum of the missing mass (see Fig. 7.10 (middle)) shows
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Figure 7.10: (left) Experimental distribution of the invariant mass for the π + π − π 0 system as a

fun tion of the missing mass for the pp → ppX rea tion after applying ba kground suppression

des ribed in the text. (middle) Experimental missing mass for the pp → ppX rea tion. (right)
Invariant mass of the π + π − π 0 system.
a peak lo ated at the mass of the
and

η

meson with a tail towards the lower masses. The tail

ontinuous ba kground under the peak is originating mostly from dire t three pion

π + π − π 0 is shown in Fig. 7.10 (right).
mass of the η meson. But the invariant mass

produ tion. The invariant mass distribution of the
It also shows a maximum lo ated around the

distribution is mu h broader than the missing mass spe trum.

This is be ause the four

momentum ve tor re onstru tion of parti les registered in Central Dete tor is less a

urate

than in the Forward Dete tor.

7.4 Kinemati t
The identi ation of the rea tion

pp → ppη

and the subsequent de ay

η → π0π+ π−

is

based on the measurement of momentum ve tors of all nal state parti les and re onstru tion of the missing and invariant masses. A nite resolution of the four momentum ve tor
determination is ree ted in the population of kinemati ally forbidden regions of the phase
spa e. This obsta le will be

orre ted by performing a kinemati

experiment we have measured more variables than needed for

tting of the data. In this
omplete des ription of the

7.4. Kinemati t
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kinemati s of the nal state. This redundan y will be used to improve the mass resolution
and in

onsequen e to improve the signal to ba kground ratio, and to

orre t ea h event

to follow kinemati ally allowed phase spa e region.
The kinemati
kinemati

t pro edure is a least squares method whi h is based on variation of

observables of all nal state parti les in the range of experimental resolution in

su h a way that after the

hange they full the kinemati al

onstraints [117℄. A

χ2

value

is used as a measure of dieren es between values of a measured and the varied observables whi h mat hes the assumed hypothesis.

As a best solution fullling the required

χ2 fun tion. In our
pp → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ rea tion

riterion one take this minimizing the
kinemati s of the

the minimalization in ludes the

ase we require that event full
hain. The basi

he k of the momentum and energy

onditions su h as masses of intermediate parti les

onditions for

onservation. Also,

an be introdu ed additionally into the

tting pro edure.
The

χ2

quantity whi h des ribes the agreement between tted and measured variables

reads:

χ2 = (PF − PM )S −1 (PF − PM )T + λC C + λU U,
where the

PF

denotes the

and

PM

represent ve tors of tted and measured variables, respe tively,

ovarian e matrix of the un ertainties, the

multipliers to introdu e the
additional
In

onditions

λC

and

λU

onstraints for energy and momentum

S

stand for Lagrange
onservation

C,

and

U.

ase of this thesis after identi ation of parti les masses their momentum ve tors

are des ribed by a set of three variables: kineti
azimuthal angle (φ).
state:

(7.4)

p1 , p2 ,

π+ ,

For investigated rea tion

π− ,

momentum and energy

γ1 , γ2 .

energy (Ek ), polar angle (θ ), and the
hain one has six parti les in the nal

Therefore, taking into a

ount the four equations for the

onservation, the minimal number of independent variables whi h

has to be measured to des ribe the system is equal to:

Nvmin = 3 · 6 − 4 = 14.
However, we have measured all the variables, so we have

(7.5)

Nv = 18,

and therefore for ea h

event we have redundant information allowing us to perform kinemati
of degrees of freedom

an be

tting. The number

al ulated as:

Nndf = Nv − Nvmin + NU ,
where the

NU

(7.6)

denotes the number of additionally introdu ed

this analysis we introdu ed the

onditions.

In

ase of

ondition that two photons registered in ele tromagneti

alorimeter are originating from the de ay of the neutral pion. Thus a

Nndf = 5.
2
for a given χ

tion 7.6 the number of degrees of freedom reads
the probability dening the goodness of the t

ording to equa-

Further, one

an introdu e

value and a given number of
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degrees of freedom

Nndf ,

as:

2

PF (χ , Nndf ) = 1 − F (χ , Nndf ) = q

where

F (χ2 , Nndf )

2

Nndf
2

Γ(

Nndf
2

)

ˆ

∞

t

e− 2 t(

Nndf
2

−1)

dt,

(7.7)

χ2

is the Cumulative Distribution Fun tion [118℄, and the

Euler spe ial fun tion.
hypothesis in

1

2

The distribution of the probability of the t

PF

Γ

denotes the

for the proper

1
ase of Gaussian errors should be at

As mentioned above to use the kinemati

t pro edure one has to introdu e an error for

ea h measured observable. These ina

ura y depends on the parti le type, its energy, polar

and azimuthal angle, and the spe i

dete tion properties of dierent dete tors. In order

to estimate these errors using the WASA Monte Carlo pa kage a sample of single parti le
events were simulated. The single parti le events were

hosen due to the te hni al reasons,

be ause they ensure the uniform distribution in the whole a
omparison to a spe i

rea tion like for e.g. the

pp → ppη ,

eptan e of the dete tor in

where parti les more often are

emitted in forward dire tion. The re onstru tion methods and

ondition for the dete tion

of parti les are identi al as in the previously des ribed analysis.
The

onvention for error parameterization for ea h parti le was

σE k =

hosen as fallows:

Ekrec − Ekgen
,
Ekrec

σθ = θ rec − θ gen ,

(7.8)

σφ = φrec − φgen ,
where supers ripts
able, respe tively.

rec

gen

denote the re onstru ted and generated value of the vari-

The kineti

energy is parameterized by a relative dieren e of the

and

re onstru ted and generated values, and for the angles the absolute values are used. The
errors are taken as a one standard deviation

al ulated from tting the resulting distribu-

tions given by equations 7.8 with a Gauss fun tion. Finally all errors are determined as
double dierential fun tions whi h depends on the re onstru ted kineti

energy and polar

angle.
The bin width for the parameterization was

hosen separately for dierent type of

parti les. For protons in Forward Dete tor size of kineti

o
are equal to 50 MeV and 1 , respe tively. For the

energy and polar angle intervals

harged pions in Central Dete tor the

o

bin width for energy is 50 MeV and for polar s attering angle 4 . The dierent approa h is
for parameterization of errors of energy and angle for photons registered in the

alorimeter.

Here the energy is divided into intervals with size 50 MeV, but instead of the polar angle
the 24 bins

orresponding to number of ring building the

summary of the bin size
1

alorimeter were taken.

The

hosen for the parameterization is given in Tab. 7.1.

It is be ause the probability density distribution of the umulative distribution is always uniform
independent of the probability density fun tion.
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Parti le type

Dete tor

Ekin

θ

p

FD

50 MeV

1

γ
π+
π−

CD/SEC

50 MeV

CD/MDC

50 MeV

4

o

CD/MDC

50 MeV

4

o

o

rystal size

Table 7.1: Summary of the bin size used in parameterization of errors in kinemati t.
The errors as a fun tion of kineti

energy and polar angle extra ted for ea h type of

parti le

an be seen in Fig. 7.11. The plots are aligned in rows from the top for: protons,

photons,

π + and π − .

The

olumns from the left are assigned a

ordingly to: kineti

energy,

polar angle and azimuthal angle.
For protons it

an be seen that relative error of kineti

the s attering angle

θ

energy does not depend on

and for energies up to 360 MeV it is almost

onstant (around 2%),

for higher energies it starts to in rease linearly up to 11% at 700 MeV. The in rease is
asso iated with the fa t that protons with energy higher than 360 MeV pun h through
the FRH. The error of the polar angle is nearly independent of the energy but it in reases
with the s attering angle. Whereas, the error of the azimuthal angle de reases when polar
angle in reases, and it is almost independent of the energy.
For photons the relative energy error de reases with in reasing energy with visible
enhan ement in the regions where the
or forward part. In

entral part of the

alorimeter meet the ba kward

ase of the azimuthal and polar angle the errors de rease with in reasing

energy of photons. For both variables errors are in reasing in the end
staying rather
In the

onstant in the

ase of

aps of the

alorimeter

entral part.

o to

harged pions, errors for all kinemati al variables in the range from 40

o shows dependen e only on the kineti energy. For angles below 40o and above 140o the

140

errors are instantly in reasing. This illustrates some features of the re onstru tion method
in the MDC. These two regions ree t the front and rear part of the drift hamber. Parti les
ying through these parts re less straws whi h are
and thus the ina

ontributing to the tra k re onstru tion

ura y of the measurement in reases (see Fig. 7.12).

Having the errors parameterized one

an exe ute the kinemati

tting pro edure both

on the measured and simulated data samples. Observables in ea h event will be varied su h
that the momentum and energy

onservation and additional

onstraint that two dete ted

photons originate from the de ay of the neutral pion are fullled. The obtained

χ2

and

PF (χ2 , Nndf ) spe tra for simulated and experimental data are shown in Fig. 7.13.
2
The distribution of the χ for the simulated data presented in the upper left part
of Fig. 7.13 shows an signi ant enhan ement at large values of

χ2

in

omparison to

2
the theoreti ally predi ted χ distribution for ve degrees of freedom. This ree ts the
non-Gaussian error distribution whi h were assumed and taken into the tting routine.
The problem were seen for
MDC (see Fig. 7.12).

harged pions ying to the forward and ba kward part of the

The right panel of Fig. 7.13 shows the distribution of probability
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Figure 7.11: Distributions of the double dierential parameterization of errors in determining the

Ekin , θ and φ (from the top in rows) for: protons, photons, π + and π − . The olumns from the

left denote errors for kineti energy, and polar and azimuthal angle, respe tively.
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Figure 7.12: Two exemplary distributions of the relative dieren e of the re onstru ted and

generated values of the kineti energy of π + for: (left) front region of MDC for polar angles
24o ≤ θ ≤ 28o where less straws res and errors are no-Gaussian, (right) and middle region of

MDC for 120o ≤ θ ≤ 124o where errors are Gaussian.

PF (χ2 , Nndf ) whi h has an enhan ement at zero orresponding to events seen in tail of the
χ2 distribution. Events whi h are populating low probabilities are wrongly re onstru ted.
The probability distribution is relatively at for values of probability larger than 0.1, and
only these events will be taken in further analysis.
The lower two plots in Fig. 7.13 illustrate the
for the experimental data sample. One

χ2

and probability distributions obtained

an see that here the

PF (χ2 , Nndf )

distribution is

peaked at lower probabilities even more strongly than result obtained from the simulations.
This is be ause in the data sample still a ba kground events are present for whi h the t
hypothesis is not justied.

χ2

Also the

has mu h more enhan ed tail in

Monte Carlo spe trum due to non-Gaussian error estimate for the
are

oming also from the ba kground

omparison to

harged pions whi h

hannels. To suppress majority of the ba kground

and wrongly re onstru ted events the region of

PF (χ2 , Nndf ) > 0.1

was sele ted for further

analysis.
The missing mass spe trum before and after applying the kinemati
Fig.7.14 (left). One

t is shown in

an see a slight improvement in the resolution. The ratio of the signal

to ba kground in reased from 2.2 to 2.9. The invariant mass distribution of the
system is shown in Fig. 7.14 (right).
meson in

A very narrow peak is seen in the mass

π+ π− π0
of the η

omparison to the distribution before the kinemati al t. The resolution of the

invariant mass after the t is equal to

σ = 4 M eV /c2 ,

ompared

σ = 25 M eV /c2

before the

t. Thus, kinemati al t had improved signi antly the resolution of invariant mass, and
as a

onsequen e also the signal to ba kground ratio. The remaining ba kground is due to
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the dire t three pion produ tion. One

an also see that the shape of the distribution after

the t is very similar to the missing mass of the two protons. This is be ause in the t
the information of protons four-momentum ve tors is used, and they are determined with
better pre ision than four-momentum ve tors of other parti le.

Monte Carlo simulations
2500

an improve the resolution of t pa-

Counts

Counts

Furthermore, it is also worth to noti e that one

Monte Carlo simulations

Fit hypothesis: pp→ ppπ+π-γ γ
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Figure 7.13: The χ2 (left) and probability PF (χ2 , Nndf ) (right) distribution for the simulated
(upper row) and experimental data (lower row) for the rea tion pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 (γγ).

The superimposed red urve indi ates the theoreti al χ2 distribution al ulated for the ve degrees
of freedom. The disagreement between theoreti al and experimental χ2 distribution ree ts the
non-Gaussian errors taken into the tting pro edure and treated as Gaussian.
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Figure 7.14: Missing mass distribution (left) for the pp → ppX rea tion and invariant mass

spe trum for the π + π − π 0 system (right) before (red histogram) and after (green histogram)
kinemati t and reje tion of events with PF (χ2 , Nndf ) less than 0.1.

rameters by demanding the invariant mass of the de ay parti les to be equal to the mass of

η

the

meson. However, this would result in, squeezing the whole distribution to the value

of the mass of the

η

meson, and thus subtra tion of the ba kground would be no longer

possible. Therefore in this analysis we did not used this

ondition.

7.5 Estimation of the analysis e ien y
To determine the overall re onstru tion e ien y of a parti ular rea tion
has to take into a
applied analysis

ount the geometri al a

hain. The geometri al a

hannel one

eptan e of the dete tor and e ien y of the
eptan e

an be studied using kinemati

generator by superimposing on the s attering angle of nal state parti les the
that it has to be within a range of the dete tor. The geometri al a

event

ondition

eptan e was studied

in Se . 4.4.
In order to study the e ien y of applied analysis, and the resulting ba kground suppression, various rea tions were simulated using the WASA Monte Carlo pa kage and
analyzed by the same software as it was used for the experimental data. The list of rea tions together with the number of simulated events is given in the Tab. 7.2.
rea tion listed, may be misidentied as a signal due to the splitting of
tromagneti
and

e−

alorimeter. Third rea tion

Se ond

lusters in the ele -

an imitate signal due to misidenti ation of

as pions and splitting of signals in the

alorimeter. Fourth rea tion

physi al ba kground of investigated de ay. The fth pro ess

e+

onstitute a

an obs ure the signal

hannel
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No.
1
2

Rea tion

Number of generated events

pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ

3
4
5
6

20 × 106

(signal)

pp → ppη → ppπ + π − γ
pp → ppη → ppe+ e− γ

5 × 106
20 × 106

pp → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ
pp → ppπ + π −
pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppγγγγ

20 × 106
58 × 106
18 × 106

Table 7.2: List of simulated rea tion hannels for e ien y studies. The number in right olumn

Efficiency [%]

indi ates the number of initially generated events.

102
10
1
10-1
10-2

η→π+π-π0
η→π+π-γ
η→ e+e-γ
pp→ppπ+π-π0
pp→ppπ+πpp→ppπ0π0

10-3
10-4
All

ev.

C
S
C
SEL DN >= DC (+/- EC
)
2

PSB

PRE

2γ

M
K
MM 2
(pp + M(π +π - Fit
π π)
)

Figure 7.15: Re onstru tion e ien y obtained after subsequent appli ation of onditions indi-

ated at the bottom of the gure. Results are shown for simulations for rea tions listed inside the
gure.
by the bremsstrahlung of

harged parti les in the

a signal due to the external

onversion of

γ

alorimeter. Sixth rea tion

an simulate

quanta and the subsequent misidenti ation

on the ele tron and positron as pion pair.
The e ien y at ea h analysis stage
left after applying the parti ular

an be studied by determining the number of events

ondition. Figure 7.15 presents obtained re onstru tion

e ien y for several simulated rea tions in the subsequent steps of the analysis.
name of bins

orresponds to the name of applied

Furthermore in the right

The

ut and they are explained in Tab. 7.3.

olumn of Tab. 7.3 the e ien y of individual

onditions for the

signal rea tion is given.
As expe ted rst biggest drop in the e ien y
dates for the investigated rea tion

omes from the presele tion of

andi-

hannel in Forward and Central Dete tors. As it was
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Cut

71

Cut des ription

PRESEL

Presele tion of two protons in FD, two
oppositely

lusters

2
+ −
MM (ppπ π )
+ −
MM(π π )

KFit

Se . 7.1,

orresponding to
harges.

Se . 7.1,
Calorimeter.

Se . 7.1,

S intillator Barrel.

Fig. 7.5

Sele tion of two photons originating from

Se . 7.2,

0
the de ay of π meson.

Fig. 7.7

Cut on the missing mass squared of the

Se . 7.3,

pp →
pp →

π+ π− X .
PF

71.9%

92.7%

59.3%

Fig. 7.9

Cut on the missing mass for the rea tion

probability

75.5%

Fig. 7.4

Parti le identi ation in Plasti

ppπ + π − X rea tion.

47.2%

Fig. 7.2

Se . 7.3,

99.9%

Fig. 7.9

Kinemati al t and reje tion of events with

Total

71.6%

Re onstru tion of tra ks

S intillating Ele tromagneti

2γ

Se . 7.1,
Fig. 7.2

Parti le identi ation in the

PSB

21.2%

in CD with minimum energy of 20 MeV.

two parti les with opposite
SEC

Se . 6.2,

lusters in SEC.

Sele tion of at least two

CDC± =2

E ien y

harged parti les in CD and

two or more
CDN>2

Se tion

(χ2 , N

Se . 7.4,

41.8%

ndf ) < 0.1.

Final re onstru tion e ien y

0.89%

Table 7.3: Re onstru tion e ien y of the individual steps of the analysis for the signal rea tion

pp → ppη → π + π − π 0 (γγ) obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations.
shown in Se .4.4 the geometri al a

eptan e of the dete tion apparatus

auses the lost of

65% of all events. The rest of the de rease in the e ien y on the presele tion level
be attributed to sele tive
identi ation of

onditions in the Central Dete tor spe ially the

harged pions for whi h we demanded signals in all

Se ond major de rease

omes after applying the

an

onditions for

entral sub-dete tors.

ondition on the probability

PF (χ2 , Nndf )

of the kinemati al t.
The performed analysis allowed to in rease signi antly the signal to ba kground ratio.
The ba kground from the two pion produ tion was suppressed to the negligible level, and
the signal of most dangerous de ay (η

→ π + π − γ ) was suppressed by more than four orders

of magnitude. The event sample resulting after applying all
100% the

η→

π + π − π 0 de ay and the only ba kground left

onditions,

orresponds to the same nal

state originating from dire t three pion produ tion. This ba kground
missing and invariant mass spe tra shown in Fig. 7.14 as a
over mu h larger range than the
method how to estimate

η

ontains nearly in

an be seen in the

ontinues distribution spreading

meson peak. In the next

hapter we will introdu e the

ontribution of this ba kground using a t of polynomial fun tion
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to the missing mass distribution.

8. Results for the η → π 0π +π − de ay
Identi ation of all nal state parti les of the

η → π+ π− π0

de ay enables to use a

Dalitz plot analysis to study the dynami s of three body system whi h manifests itself
in the population density distribution in this plot. The parameterization of the events is
given

onveniently in the normalized variables X and Y, dependent on the kineti

of three parti les in the rest frame of the
and 2.9. In this

η

energies

meson whi h were introdu ed in equations 2.8

hapter we will present the nal results for the Dalitz plot distributions.

8.1 Resolution of the observables determination
In order to use the Dalitz distribution one has to know the resolution for the determination of the
depends on the

X

and

Y

observable and de ide about the bin width.

olle ted statisti s and the a

The interval size

ura y in determination of four momentum

ve tors of parti les in the nal state.
First to

he k the agreement between simulations and experiment we have determined

distribution of the dieren e between the values of X and Y before and after the kinemati al
t for simulations and measured data:

∆X = XKF it − Xrec ,

(8.1)

∆Y = YKF it − Yrec .

(8.2)

The result is presented in Fig. 8.1 where the left panel shows the distribution of
right of

∆Y .

∆X

and

The simulated data were normalized to the experimental distributions su h

that integrals of both are the same.

It is

learly seen that for both observables a good

agreement between simulated and measured data were a hieved.
noti e that the distribution of

∆Y

variable is not symmetri

One of the reasons of the asymmetry in the
values of errors at the edges of the a

∆Y

variable

However, one

an also

and shifted to lower values.

ould be high and rapidly hanging

eptan e for ea h type of parti le as it was shown in

Fig. 7.11, and the la k of the availability in present WASA-at-COSY software of in lusion
into the t of a full

ovarian e matrix. Observed ee t inuen e the tiny values of sear hed

asymmetry parameters. Therefore, for the further extra tion of these parameters in the

η → π+ π− π0

de ay, we will use values of X and Y as re onstru ted before the t, whi h

are independent of the simulations of errors, and their
1

orrelations

1 . In order to, avoid

It is worth to mention that the kinemati ally tted events for the η → π + π − π 0 will be further used
in the analysis of the η → π 0 e+ e− where the three pion de ay is used as a normalization hannel for the
estimations of the bran hing ratio. In this ase kinemati t improves signi antly the resolution of the
73
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of dieren es for (left) X and (right) Y variable between values after

and before the kinemati al t. Red histogram stands for the experimental data and green for the
Monte Carlo simulations. The simulated distributions were normalized to the experimental data.

the large un ertainties of the energy and polar angle for
a

harged pions, at the edges of the

eptan e, for the determination of the asymmetry parameters, we a

kineti

ept only pions with

o

energy greater than 50 MeV and with s attering angle greater than 35 .

In order to estimate the resolution of the re onstru tion of the X and Y we have taken
simulated data, and for ea h event

ompared generated values with values re onstru ted

after the kinemati al tting:

where the subs ript
ve tors, and

KF it

gen

∆Xres = XKF it − Xgen ,

(8.3)

∆Yres = YKF it − Ygen ,

(8.4)

stands for the value

denotes the values

al ulated from generated four momentum

al ulated from momentum ve tors re onstru ted

after the kinemati al t. The resulting distributions of
the Gauss fun tions.

∆Xres

∆Yres

were tted with

The pro edure is illustrated with the spe tra shown in Fig. 8.2.

Obtained resolution for the determination of X is equal to

σY = 0.055.

and

σX = 0.061,

Therefore, the binning of the Dalitz plot histogram was

and for Y is

hosen to be in

intervals of 0.2, whi h are roughly equal to about three standard deviations.

invariant mass distribution, and and in turn it improves also the identi ation of the de ay hannel and
allows for the more ee tive ba kground suppression.
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Figure 8.2: The distributions of ∆Xres (left) and ∆Yres (right) obtained from simulations. The

superimposed lines indi ate the result of t with the Gaussian fun tion.

8.2 Dalitz Plot
The nal data sample used to determine the Dalitz plot
events from sear hed

pp → ppη →

ontains predominantly only

ppπ 0 π + π − pro ess. The ba kground whi h is left in

majority originates from the dire t produ tion of three pions. In order to plot the Dalitz
distribution this ba kground has to be subtra ted bin by bin.

To remove the ba kground one

ould use the Monte Carlo simulations, but for beam

energy in range of 1.4 GeV neither total nor dierential

ross se tions for the three pion

produ tion are known, thus it is not possible to des ribe the mass distribution of the

π+ π− π0

in a reliable way. Therefore, we will subtra t the ba kground using the method of

polynomial t outside the peak region. We apply the formula of a fourth order polynomial
fun tion, whi h reads [119℄:

f (mm, a, b, c, d, e) = a + b · mm + c · mm2 + d · mm3 + e · mm4

where

a, b, c, d, e

are free parameters varied during the t.

(8.5)
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Figure 8.3: Experimental distributions of the missing mass determined for three exemplary bins

of the Dalitz plot: (upper panel) before the ba kground subtra tion, and (lower panel) after
the ba kground subtra tion using a polynomial t. The tted fun tion is shown as a red solid line.
Verti al dashed lines indi ates the region in whi h the number of signal events were ounted.
The upper panel of Fig 8.3 presents exemplary missing mass for three bins of the Dalitz
plot. The superimposed red lines denote the result of the t with the fun tion dened in
Eq. 8.5.

The polynomial was tted to the data outside the maximum

orresponding to

the signal. For ea h presented in Fig. 8.3 missing mass spe trum, a very
be seen at the mass of the

η

meson, above a

lear peak

an

ontinues almost at ba kground. One

an

also see that the tted fun tion is in a good agreement with the shape of the ba kground.
After subtra tion of ba kground we

ounted the number of events in the intervals marked

by the dashed lines.
Figure 8.4 (left) shows measured Dalitz plot for the
ground subtra tion. One

η → π+ π− π0

an see that part of the events is outside the kinemati al bound-

aries of the Dalitz plot. Therefore for further analysis we will
whi h

de ay before ba k-

onsider only event in bins

enters are fully inside the kinemati al boundaries. The distribution on the right

shows the result obtained after the ba kground subtra tion, performed separately for ea h
bin.
In the next step the experimental distributions have to be
and re onstru tion e ien y to
was determined in Se

orre ted for the dete tion

ompare to the model expe tations. The overall e ien y

7.5 and it was dened as a fra tion of number initially simulated

8.2. Dalitz Plot
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Figure 8.4: Experimental distributions of the Dalitz plot: before ba kground subtra tion (left),

and after ba kground subtra tion (right). The bla k solid line indi ates the kinemati al boundary
of the Dalitz plot. In the right panel number of events in ea h interval is indi ated.
events to the number of re onstru ted events after the applied analysis. In order to be able
to draw a

on lusion as mu h model independent as possible the e ien y

orre tion has to

be determined separately for ea h interval of the distribution of interest. Therefore, for the
Dalitz plot the

orre tion has been done using the two-dimensional e ien y distribution

derived for ea h bin. This method enables to be independent of the model used for the
des ription of the de ay amplitude in the simulations.

The only dependen e may o

ur

due to the nite bin size, but anyhow this inuen e is only due to the non-linearity of
the distribution within the bin limits and this in our

ase is negligible. To determine the

e ien y we have simulated a sample of events assigning a weight to ea h event a

ording to

the ChPT Leading Order predi tions [34, 35℄ (see Tab. 2.1). The relation for the e ien y
is given by:

P

j
ǫ(X, Y ) = P

wjrec (X, Y )

gen
i wi (X, Y

where

wjrec

and

wigen

)

,

(8.6)

denotes the weights of the events and the summation is done over

re onstru ted and generated events within given X,Y interval of the Dalitz plot.
The Dalitz plot for model generated events is presented in Fig. 8.5 (left). Generated
four momentum ve tors of all parti les were used in the Monte Carlo simulations of the
response of the dete tor. Next, all events were subje t to the same analysis

hain as the

experimental data. The resulting spe trum for re onstru ted events is shown in Fig. 8.5
(middle). The two dimensional e ien y determined as a fun tion of ea h bin of the Dalitz
plot is shown in the right panel of Fig. 8.5. The maximum e ien y was found for values
of Y

lose to -0.5 and X values

plot for the

η→

lose to 0. Figure 8.6 shows the e ien y

orre ted Dalitz

π + π − π 0 system. The population is de reasing with in reasing values of
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Figure 8.5: Dalitz plot distribution for: (left) all generated events weighted with the ChPT

Leading Order predi tions, (middle) re onstru ted events after passing whole analysis hain.
(right) The e ien y determined as a fun tion of the Dalitz plot.
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Figure 8.6: Final Dalitz plot after ba kground subtra tion and e ien y orre tion.

Y variable whi h is proportional to the energy of neutral pion.
The Dalitz plot density population is expe ted to be des ribed by transition amplitude

|M |2

given by Eq. 2.10. Having the ba kground free and a

dof

a

b

55

-1.039 (xed)

0.27 (xed)

eptan e

orre ted Dalitz plot

0.05 ± 0.10

Table 8.1: Results of the two dimensional t to the Dalitz plot distribution of the amplitude

|M |2 = A20 (1 + a · Y + b · Y 2 + c · X).

8.3. Determination of asymmetries
one

79

an t the two dimensional distribution by minimizing the

χ2

fun tion:

X (NX,Y − |M |2 (A2 , c))2
0
,
σ2

χ2 (A20 , c) =

(8.7)

X,Y

N

where

stands for the number of the events

orresponding to

2
the ba kground subtra tion, and σ is the un ertainty of the a

η → π+ π− π0

eptan e

de ay after

orre ted number

of signal events. The bins indi ated in white are not in luded in the t. We tted

a and b parameters as predi ted by
in Tab. 8.1. The oe ient c whi h

in luding terms up to squared X, however we have xed
ChPT Leading Order. Obtained results for t is given
ree ts the degree of C-invarian e violation is
the next se tion this is

|M |2

onsistent with zero. As it will be shown in

onsistent with the values of the obtained left-right asymmetry.

8.3 Determination of asymmetries
The integrated asymmetries of the Dalitz plot are sensitive for the C violation in
the amplitudes of a given

I

state, therefore it is important to estimate their values. The

denition of all three asymmetries were given in Chapter 2 by equations 2.11, 2.12, 2.13.
The left-right asymmetry

ALR

is sensitive to the C violation averaged over all

however the quadrant asymmetry
spe i

I =1

and

I = 0, 2

AQ

I

states,

AS an test C invarian e for
+
−
0
π π π de ay, respe tively.

and sextant asymmetry

isospin states of the

η→

To determine the asymmetry parameters the Dalitz plot was divided into regions as it
is shown in Fig. 2.2. Then a

ording to formulas 2.11, 2.12, 2.13 we summed the events

separately for odd and even regions of the Dalitz plot.
we re onstru t the missing mass of the

pp → ppη

Furthermore, to determine the number of events

Next for ea h summed region

rea tion as it is shown in Fig. 8.7.

orresponding to the

η → π+ π− π0

de ay

in ea h region we have subtra ted the ba kground using the polynomial t method, the
same whi h was applied in previous se tion a
shows the

ording to the formula 8.5.

orresponding missing mass distributions.

Figure 8.7

Moreover, inside of ea h plot the

orresponding spe trum of the missing mass after the subtra tion of the ba kground is
shown. The number of
lines in Fig. 8.7.
of signal rea tion.

η → π+ π− π0

events were

ounted in the region denoted by dashed

The re onstru tion e ien y was estimated based on the simulations
The e ien y was estimated separately for ea h region of the Dalitz

plot as ratio of number of re onstru ted and generated events.

Obtained values of the

re onstru tion e ien y for dierent regions of the Dalitz plot are
One

olle ted in Tab. 8.2.

an see that in all regions the e ien y is almost the same and it is equal to around

0.67%
The nal results for the asymmetry parameters are:

ALR = (+0.33 ± 0.38stat ) × 10−2

(8.8)

AQ = (−0.18 ± 0.38stat ) × 10−2

(8.9)
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Dalitz plot region

E ien y

ǫL
ǫR

0.6656%

ǫ13
ǫ24

0.6719%

ǫ135
ǫ246

0.6731%

ǫ

0.6659%

0.6721%

0.6709%

Table 8.2: E ien y for the dierent regions of the Dalitz plot al ulated from the simulations of

the pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 weighted a ording to the ChPT Leading order predi tions.

AS = (+0.06 ± 0.39stat ) × 10−2

(8.10)

where the se ond number denotes the statisti al errors. The statisti al error was
a

al ulated

ording to the formula for the error propagation whi h reads:

σ(NLR ) =
where the

BL/R

σ(NL/R ) =

p

2
(NR + NL )2

NL/R + BL/R ,

q
NR2 · σ 2 (NL ) + NL2 · σ 2 (NR ),

the

NL/R

denotes the number of signal events, and

stands for the number of ba kground events under the

method of the systemati
equation 8.11

η

meson peak. The evaluation

error will be given in the next se tion. The formula given by

an be also generalized for the

σ(AQ ) and σ(AS ).

(8.11)

al ulation of the statisti al un ertainties

In right panel of Fig. 8.8 the result of this work is

ompared to previously

determined values of asymmetries. The errors shown are the statisti al and systemati

for

all presented measurements.

8.4 Estimation of the systemati un ertainty
Beside the statisti al un ertainty of the measured observables one has to investigate the
systemati

ee ts whi h may

hange the result. To evaluate the systemati

un ertainty of

established values of asymmetry parameters, we have used the method des ribed in [120℄, as
the method whi h is re ommended by the WASA-at-COSY
the systemati
with
is

un ertainty

∆sys

is

al ulated as a dieren e between the result obtained

uts used in the analysis and a result obtained after

ompared to

σsys

σchanged

hanges of these

uts. Next

∆sys

dened as:

σsys =
where the

ollaboration. In this work [120℄

q
2
2
σchanged
− σoriginal
,

(8.12)

denotes the statisti al un ertainty of asymmetry obtained after the

ut, and σoriginal indi ates un ertainty of the originally obtained result. The
∆sys
ratio of
σsys is than used as a measure of the signi an e of the determined systemati
hange of the

error.

If this ratio is smaller than one the systemati

negligible.

error due to the tested ee t is
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Figure 8.7: Missing mass distribution for the pp → ppη rea tion determined to

al ulate the

asymmetry parameters of the Dalitz plot. From the top in rows: (1) left-right asymmetry, (2)
quadrant asymmetry, (3) sextant asymmetry. The red solid line indi ate the t of the polynomial
fun tion to subtra t the ba kground.
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Below we will dis uss the applied
done separately for individual
un orrelated.

After the
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hanges of the sele tion

riteria. Ea h

uts assuming that the sour es of the systemati

hange of one

errors are

ondition at a time the others were kept as in

the original analysis, and the whole analysis was repeated. The obtained
asymmetries (∆A) due to variation of the
1.

hange was

hanges of the

ondition listed below are presented in Tab. 8.3.

Identi ation of harged parti les in SEC
The identi ation of

harged parti les is based on the

posit in the ele tromagneti
nals measured by drift
The pair of

fun tion:

alorimeter and the momentum determined from the sig-

hamber. The

orresponding distribution is shown in Fig. 7.4.

harged parti les is treated as a

gion whi h is below the

orrelation between energy de-

ut lines. The

∆ESEC = a · |~
p | · q + b.

harged pion identi ation in the
ing leptons from pions are moved

π+

and

π−

if both of them fall into re-

ut lines are parameterized with the following

To estimate the systemati

inuen e

aused by the

alorimeter, the red lines shown in Fig. 7.4 separatloser to the pion bands by

hanging the parameter

b. We de reased the allowed area for pions by 5%, and repeated the analysis.
2.

Identi ation of harged parti les in PSB
Se ond method of parti les identi ation for pions is based on the energy deposited
in the Plasti

S intillator Barrel as a fun tion of the re onstru ted momentum. The

method is shown in Fig. 7.5.

In order to estimate the systemati

ee t, the area

marked on the gure by the red lines was de reased by 5%, and analysis was repeated.

3.

Suppression of the 2π ba kground via missing mass squared for the pp →
ppπ + π − X rea tion
This

ut was dedi ated to redu e the large amount of the two pion ba kground

originating from the dire t produ tion.
estimate the inuen e of this
the
4.

The

ut

an be seen in Fig. 7.9 (left). To

ut on the nal results we repeated the analysis redu ing

2 4 towards the lower missing masses.
ondition by 0.0025 GeV /

Suppression of the 2π ba kground via missing mass for the pp → π + π − X
rea tion
In the original analysis to suppress the rest of the two pion ba kground we have used
the

ondition whi h was presented in Fig. 7.9 (right). To establish it inuen e on the

obtained result we have

hange the

ut by 0.05 GeV/

2 toward the higher missing

masses, and repeated the analysis.

5.

Ba kground subtra tion
The dire t produ tion of pions obs ures the interesting signal if one wants to look
at missing mass distributions. In order, to subtra t this ba kground a polynomial
fun tion was tted to the
order to

he k how the

ontinues ba kground outside the signal peak region. In

hoi e of the order of the polynomial

hanges the results we
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have tted the ba kground with fth-order polynomial fun tion instead of originally
used fourth-order.

The results of performed systemati
ues of the

he ks are gathered in Tab. 8.3, where the val-

hange of asymmetry parameters

uts together with the estimated

1

2

Ee t
Oryg.
values

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ALR
AQ
AS
ALR
AQ
AS
ALR
AQ
AS
ALR
AQ
AS
ALR
AQ
AS
ALR
AQ
AS

σsys

∆A

for the

3

4

A

σ

0.0033

0.0038

0.0018

obtained after the

ut are given.

5

A

hange of individual

ording to the method-

6

7

∆σsys

∆A
∆σsys







0.0038







0.0006

0.0039







0.05

0.10







0.00392

0.00401

0.00062

0.00129

0.48

-0.00241

0.00401

0.00070

0.00128

0.56

0.00101

0.00399

0.00041

0.00084

0.49

0.072

0.120

0.023

0.067

0.34

0.00353

0.00391

0.00023

0.00093

0.25

-0.00151

0.00392

0.00029

0.00094

0.31

0.00081

0.00380

0.00021

0.00087

0.24

0.055

0.110

0.005

0.04701

0.11

0.00264

0.00361

0.00067

0.00118

0.56

-0.00101

0.00362

0.00079

0.00117

0.67

0.00110

0.00379

0.00050

0.00092

0.54

0.049

0.099

0.001

0.006

0.14

0.00370

0.00378

0.00040

0.00039

1.03

-0.00231

0.00377

0.00051

0.00048

1.08

0.00121

0.00386

0.00061

0.00056

1.10

0.046

0.105

0.004

0.034

0.13

0.00412

0.00388

0.00082

0.00078

1.04

0.00274

0.00391

0.00094

0.00092

1.02

0.00140

0.00382

0.00080

0.00079

1.01

0.060

0.116

0.00941

0.05807

0.16

Delta

A

Table 8.3: Results of the studies of systemati ee ts. First olumn indi ates the number of the

investigated ee t as listed in the text. Third and fourth olumns shows the asymmetry value
and its statisti al un ertainty as determined in this work. Fifth olumn indi ates the estimated
ontribution to the systemati ee t (∆A), and sixth olumn shows its un ertainty.
ology presented in referen e [120℄ we

onsider

ontributions to the systemati

error as

∆A
non-signi ant and hen e negligible if
σsys is less than one. Hen e, the nal systemati
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un ertainties amount to:

σsys (ALR ) = 0.09 · 10−2 ,
σsys (AQ ) = 0.11 · 10−2 ,
σsys (AS ) = 0.10 · 10−2 ,
and systemati

error for the determination of the parameter

parison we have also estimated the systemati
quadrature all

ontributions to the systemati

errors more
error. In this

c

is negligible. For the

om-

onservatively by adding in
ase errors amount to:

σsys (ALR ) = 0.13 · 10−2 ,
σsys (AQ ) = 0.15 · 10−2 ,
σsys (AS ) = 0.12 · 10−2 ,
and are still mu h lower than the statisti al un ertainty. One also has to note, that beside
presented above sour es of the systemati

ee ts, there are still another

he ks whi h may

be done in further studies of investigated rea tion.

8.5 Dis ussion
In the rst part of this thesis the
de ay.

harge

η → π+ π− π0
and AS of the

onjugation has been tested in

As a main result we have obtained three asymmetries:

ALR , AA

Dalitz plot sensitive for the C symmetry breaking in dierent isospin states of the nal
parti les.

The estimated values of the asymmetries are listed below together with the

statisti al and systemati

un ertainties:

ALR = (+0.33 ± 0.38stat ± 0.09sys ) × 10−2 ,
AQ = (−0.18 ± 0.38stat ± 0.11sys ) × 10−2 ,
AS = (+0.06 ± 0.39stat ± 0.10sys ) × 10−2 .
One

an see that obtained values of all studied parameters are

with the previous measurements (see Fig.8.8). Therefore, we

an

onsistent with zero and
on lude that the

onjugation is invariant in strong intera tion at the level of a hieved a
Moreover, we have tted the Dalitz plot density a

c

oe ient is equal to zero within un ertainty:

c = 0.05 ± 0.10stat .

ura y.

ording to the phenomenologi al

parameterization of the transition amplitude given by equation 2.10.
C-invarian e the

harge

As expe ted from

86
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9. Extra tion of η → π 0e+e− de ay
In order to investigate the
a tions one

harge

onjugation invarian e in the ele tromagneti

an study the de ay of the

η

inter-

0 + −
meson into the π e e system. This rare pro ess

till now has been not observed in any experiment. This de ay has a similar nal state as the
de ay

η → π+ π− π0

whi h was des ribed in previous

hapter.

Thus, the re onstru tion,

presele tion of tra ks and proton identi ation for both pro esses are the same.
stages of the analysis were shown in

These

hapters 5 and 6. Therefore, in next se tions we will

des ribe only the sele tion aiming at identi ation of the nal state with two oppositely
harged leptons

e+

and

e−

and two photons originating from the

π0

de ay.

The sear h for rare de ays requires a good understanding of a physi al pro esses, dete tor response, re onstru tion methods and ba kground subtra tion. Therefore, for the
purpose of the investigation of the

η → π 0 e+ e− de

methods several pro esses whi h may

ay we have simulated using Monte Carlo

ontribute as a ba kground to the sear hed de ay.

Table 9.1 shows the simulated pro esses together with the number of generated events used
in the simulations. The table is divided into three parts indi ating (i) signal rea tion, (ii)
ba kground originating from the de ay of the

η meson, and (iii) ba

kground from the dire t

multi-pion produ tion. Rea tions two and nine possess similar nal state as signal pro ess

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Rea tion

Number of generated events

pp → ppη → ppe+ e− π 0 → ppe+ e− γγ

(signal)

pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ
pp → ppη → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − e+ e− γ
pp → ppη → ppπ + π − γ
pp → ppη → ppe+ e− γ
pp → ppη → ppπ 0 γγ → ppγγγγ
pp → ppη → ppπ 0 γγ → ppe+ e− γγγ
pp → ppη → ppγγ
pp → ppπ + π − π 0 → ppπ + π − γγ
pp → ppπ + π −
pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppγγγγ
pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppe+ e− γγγ

10
11
12

5 × 106

20 × 106
1 × 106
5 × 106
20 × 106
3 × 106
3 × 106
6 × 106

20 × 106
58 × 106
18 × 106
8 × 106

Table 9.1: List of simulated rea tions whi h may ontribute to the ba kground in the sear h for

the η → e+ e− π 0 de ay. Right olumn indi ate the numbers of initially generated events.
with two

harge parti les and two gamma quanta in the nal state. The misidenti ation

of the rea tion

ould be due to mistaken identi ation of the pions as ele trons. In the
87

ase
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of third rea tion the splitting of signals in the

alorimeter and misidenti ation of pions

as ele trons, and bending of ele trons inside the beam pipe may be wrongly re ognized
as a signal. The fourth, fth and tenth rea tion
bremsstrahlung ee t in the

an be misidentied as a signal due to

alorimeter. Rea tions six, eight and eleven have two or more

photons in the nal state, and these

an

ause the external

onversion of gamma quanta

on the beam pipe, resulting in produ tion of ele tron-positron pair. In the rea tion seven
and twelve merging of

lusters in the

alorimeter may lead to wrong identi ation of these

rea tions as a signal.
In the next se tion we will des ribe the sele tion

riteria, established based on the sim-

ulations, aming at suppression of ba kground and the identi ation of the signal rea tion.

9.1 Identi ation of π0 meson and leptons
The nal state of

η → π 0 e+ e−

de ay

e±

onsists from two photons originating from the

de ay of the neutral pion and two oppositely

harged leptons. As a rst step in identi a-

tion of the desired de ay one has to re ognize all nal state parti les. The re onstru tion
of the

π0

meson is based on the identi ation of two photons in the

analysis we a

ept only these events for whi h two or more

However, part of identied

alorimeter. From the

lusters were re onstru ted.

lusters are due to splitting and bremsstrahlung of the

parti les. Thus, from the data sample one has to

hoose only events whi h

harged

ontain two

Counts/ 3 MeV

0
gamma quanta originating from the de ay of the π meson. To this end, we will use the

×103
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Invariant mass [GeV/c2]

Figure 9.1: Experimental invariant mass spe trum for two gamma quanta registered in the

alorimeter. In the ase of three photon andidates only these pairs were taken into a ount for
whi h the χ2 dened in eq. 7.2 was minimal. The superimposed verti al solid lines at 90 MeV/
and 180 MeV/

2

indi ate invariant mass region a epted for the further analysis.

2
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hi-square test a
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ording to the equation 7.2 and

al ulate for ea h

mass using formula 7.3. For the further analysis we will a

γ i γj

pair an invariant

ept only these photon

andi-

2
dates for whi h the χij is minimal. To suppress splitting ee ts we restri ted the opening
o
angle between two lusters to be greater than 20 . The distribution of the invariant mass
of a

epted photon pairs is shown in Fig. 9.1. Furthermore, we have restri ted the values

of the invariant mass of two photons to be in the range from 90 MeV/
This

2 to 180 MeV/ 2 .

ondition is indi ated as a red solid line in Fig. 9.1.

Before the identi ation of ele trons and positrons one has to deal with a large ba kground

oming from the other

du tion rea tions and the

η

harged parti les, mostly pions originating from dire t pro-

meson de ays.

In order to redu e this ba kground we will

use the invariant mass distribution for two oppositely
dete tor. In

harged parti les dete ted in

entral

+ − pair the invariant mass due to small mass of the ele tron and
ase of e e

positron, the fa t that they originate from the virtual photon, and the form fa tor mass
dependen e, the spe trum should be peaked near zero [121, 122℄. While for the pions the
distribution should be shifted towards mu h higher invariant masses. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 9.2 where on the left panel simulations are shown for signal (η

→ π 0 e+ e− )

and ba kground rea tions. It is worth to noti e that in Fig. 9.2 we present only
with pions in the nal state, as this
right panel of Fig. 9.2 the

hannels

ut are used to suppress multi-pion ba kground. In the

orresponding experimental distribution of the invariant mass

is presented. To suppress the pion ba kground we a

ept only these events for whi h the

120 ×10

14000
12000

Counts/ 1.5 MeV

Counts/ 1.5 MeV

3

16000

η→π0e+e- (signal)
η→π0π+πη→π+π-γ
pp→ ppπ0π+πpp→ ppπ+πpp→ ppπ0π0(e+e-3γ )

10000

100
80

8000

60

6000

40

4000
20
2000
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0
0

0.1

Invariant mass [GeV/c2]

0.2

0.3

Invariant mass [GeV/c2]

Figure 9.2: Invariant mass distributions of two oppositely harged parti les registered in entral

dete tor. (left) Distribution of simulated events for η → π 0 e+ e− signal de ay (solid bla k line)

and ba kground rea tions with pions as indi ated inside the gure. (right) The experimental
distribution of invariant mass. The superimposed verti al solid line indi ates the ut used for
a epting only events with invariant masses smaller than 40 MeV/ 2 .
invariant mass of two

harge parti les is smaller than 40 MeV/

2 . The applied

ondition
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is indi ated as a solid red line in Fig. 9.2. It redu es the pion ba kground almost by the
99%, de reasing the e ien y of the signal re onstru tion by 24% only.

After redu tion of the pion ba kground one

an pro ess with the identi ation of ele -

trons and positrons emerged into the ele tromagneti

alorimeter using the

∆E−|~
p| method

(the detailed des ription of this method was given in Se .7.1). Charged parti les s attered
into the

alorimeter deposit their total kineti

energy whi h at given momentum is larger

for ele trons than pions. This situation

an be observed in the left panel of Fig.7.3 where

deposited energy in the

harged parti les as a fun tion of their absolute

alorimeter by

momentum for simulated
separated bands

η →

π + π − π 0 (π 0

→ e+ e− γ)

de ay is shown.

In this gure only bands

uts

oming from ele trons and positrons are

learly visible sin e pions are strongly redu ed due to appli ation of

of pions

learly

an be seen. The experimental distribution after applying previous

is shown in Fig. 9.3.

mass of

The four

ut on the invariant

harged parti les des ribed previously (see Fig. 9.2). However, still a small fra tion
an be seen in the regions bellow the

e+

and

e−

bands. Therefore, in order to

improve the sele tion of ele trons and positrons, we imposed an identi ation
given by an inequality:

∆ ESEC [GeV]

in Fig. 9.3.

∆ESEC > 1.05 · |~
p| · q − 0.06,

whi h is indi ated as a solid red line

0.2
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0.14
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0.12
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0.1
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0
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Figure 9.3: Experimental ∆E−|~
p| spe trum used for ele tron and positron identi ation. The ∆E

orresponds to energy deposited in the ele tromagneti

alorimeter and the |~
p| was re onstru ted

based on the bending of the traje tory in the magneti eld. The superimposed lines indi ate a
ut used to sele t andidates for ele trons and positrons.
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9.2 Suppression of split-o and onversion
ba kground
Several rea tions

an obs ure signal of sear hed de ay due to split-o ee t

the Bremsstrahlung of a

harge parti les in the

emission of an additional photon when a
su h a

aused by

alorimeter. The bremsstrahlung results in

harge parti le is passing

lose to the nu lei. In

ase the resulting photon emerges with a small opening angle to the parent parti le

and with small kineti

energy.

Therefore, for example in

η → e+ e− γ

ase of the de ay

one additional gamma quantum arising from the bremsstrahlung

an imitate the signal

hannel. In order to suppress this type of ba kground we will restri t the smallest invariant
mass of a

harged and neutral parti le pairs to the values larger than 120 MeV/

smallest invariant mass was taken as a lowest value of the mass
ombinations of pairs of
rea tion (η

harged and neutral parti les

→ π 0 e+ e− → γγe+ e− )

andidates.

al ulated for all the
In

ase of the signal

an average relative momentum between

leptons are mu h larger than it is in the

2 . The

ase of wrongly identied splitted

γ

quanta and
lusters. The

orresponding spe trum of invariant mass obtained from simulations for signal and several
ba kground

hannels is shown in Fig. 9.4 (left). Results of simulations are shown for these

rea tions whi h may be misidentied as signal due to the splitting ee ts in ele tromagneti
alorimeter. One

an see that in

ase of the split-o rea tion the invariant mass is peaked

lose to zero due to small opening angle and small energy of photon relative to the

harged

parti le. For the signal de ay the invariant mass distribution is mu h broader and shifted

160

Counts/ 2 MeV

Counts/ 2 MeV

towards higher invariant masses. The experimental distribution of the minimal invariant

140
120

10000

8000

100
6000

80
η→π0e+e- (signal)
η→ e+e-γ
η→π0γ γ (4γ )
+
η→π0γ γ (e e-3γ )
pp→ ppπ0π+π0 0
pp→ ppπ π (4γ )

60
40
20
0
0

0.1

4000

2000

0
0

0.2

0.1

2

Invariant mass [GeV/c ]

0.2

Invariant mass [GeV/c2]

Figure 9.4: The smallest invariant mass of pairs of harged and neutral parti le andidates: (left)

obtained from the simulation, and (right) from the experimental sample. The solid red line denotes
the ut used in order to suppress events with the bremsstrahlung ee t.
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e+

e+

Pe+
IP

Pe- Pe+

IP

g
Pe-

e-

e-

Figure 9.5: (left) Illustration of a primary vertex originating e.g from the η → e+ e− γ de ay

o urring in the intera tion point (IP). (right) Diagram of an external onversion of a photon in
the material of a beam pipe resulting in produ tion of an ele tron-positron pair.

mass of a

harged and neutral parti les is presented in Fig. 9.4 (right). To suppress events

with bremsstrahlung photons we a

ept only events for whi h the invariant mass is larger

2
than 120 MeV/ .
Another important ee t whi h has to be studied when

η

meson

ontaining ele trons is the external

(see also Se . 7.1). The
ele tromagneti

γ

onsidering rare de ays of the

onversion of photons in the dete tor material

quanta emerged from the intera tion point before rea hing the

alorimeter have to pass through a Beryllium beam pipe with a thi kness

of 1.2 mm. However, when a photon passes through the material it
nu lei, and

η →

+ −
onvert into e e pair, whi h in spe i

π 0 e+ e− rea tion.

In

ases

an obs ure the signal from the

ase of ele tron and positron emerging from the intera tion

point (IP) their momentum ve tors

al ulated under the assumption that they originate

from the beam pipe, will have wrong dire tions due to the
the magneti

an intera t with the

eld (see Fig. 9.5 (left)).

urvature of the tra ks in

As a result, the invariant mass

al ulated based

+ − pair emitted from the beam pipe
on these ve tors will be larger than the mass of e e
region.

In

ontrary, for the

ase of

e+ e−

pair originating form the

γ

onversion at the

beam pipe the momentum ve tors at the beam pipe will be almost parallel to ea h other
(see Fig. 9.5 (right)), thus resulting invariant mass will be relatively small. Therefore, to
suppress the ba kground from pair
between

reation one

an use the

orrelation of the distan e

enter of the intera tion region and the point of the

losest approa h of two

heli es re onstru ted (RCA ) and the invariant mass of a lepton pair
assumption that they were
distribution of the
in Fig. 9.6. One

RCA

reated in the beam pipe.

The

al ulated under the

orresponding experimental

as a fun tion of the invariant mass of the

e+ e−

pair is presented

an see two regions populated on the plot. One whi h is lo ated at small

values of invariant mass and radius above 30 mm, and se ond around invariant mass values
of 20 MeV/

2 and radius below 10 mm. First mentioned region orresponds to the external

onversion of

γ

quanta and, the se ond region to the rea tions where

the intera tion region (IP) into

η

meson de ayed in

+ − pair in the nal state. However, the
hannel with e e

RCA [mm]
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Figure 9.6: Experimental distribution of the distan e RCA between the intera tion point and

re onstru ted e+ e− vertex as a fun tion of invariant mass of lepton pair al ulated assuming that
this pair originates from the beam pipe. The red solid line indi ate the ut applied in order to
suppress the external onversion.
onversion region is not so enhan ed as it was seen in Se . 7.1.

This is be ause on this

stage of the analysis we have already strongly suppressed events with photons whi h might
ause the

onversion by restri tion on the minimal invariant mass on

neutral parti le

andidate. To suppress the

onversion ba kground we applied a

is indi ated as a solid red line in Fig. 9.6. The
of all

harged parti le and
ut whi h

ondition results in reje tion of nearly 100%

onversion events.

9.3 Further ba kground redu tion
At this stage of the analysis one has

e+ e− π 0

→

omplete rea tion

hain identied:

pp → ppη →

e+ e− γγ with all the parti les in the nal state. However, to extra t events

orresponding to the interesting de ay one has to further suppress ba kground originating
from several rea tions. For that purpose one

an use the missing mass of two protons and

the invariant mass of de ay produ ts. In this se tion we will introdu e further sele tion
riteria aiming at the ba kground suppression.
First we will strongly restri t invariant mass of two photons identied as originating
from the neutral pion.

This

ondition will allow to redu e the remaining ba kground

from the misidentied rea tions like:

η → π 0 γγ → e+ e− γγγ

with additional gamma

quanta. Figure 9.7 (left) presents the invariant mass of two registered photons for simulated
ba kground and signal pro esses. To limit this ba kground we a

ept only masses in the
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Figure 9.7: Invariant mass of two gamma quanta for: (left) simulations, and (right) measured

data. The red solid line indi ate region of invariant masses from 120 MeV/

2

to 150 MeV/

2

used

to sele t andidates for the signal rea tion.
region from 120 MeV/
signal distribution.

2 to 150 MeV/ 2 whi h

orresponds to the FWHM of the simulated

The spe trum of the invariant mass from experimental data

seen in Fig. 9.7 (right). The solid red lines indi ate applied

an be

ut.

The missing mass distribution of two protons for events remaining after all previous
uts is still

η

ontaminated with ba kground originating from the

and also dire t two and three pion produ tion (see Fig. 9.8).
unknown for sear hed de ay and also the total

meson de ay into pions

As the bran hing ratio is

ross se tion for the dire t three pion pro-

du tion remains unmeasured at the investigated beam energy it is not possible to estimate
the absolute

ontribution from ba kground. However, to remove as mu h ba kground as

possible we will restri t missing mass of two protons only to the narrow range around

2 to 552 MeV/ 2 (this range

orresponds to the value

of the FWHM of the resolution of missing mass distribution).

The events whi h fulll

η

the

this

meson mass from 544 MeV/

ondition will be

onsidered further for the analysis. The simulated missing mass of

two protons for ba kground rea tions and the signal is presented in Fig. 9.8 (left).

The

analogous distribution for the experimental data is presented in Fig. 9.8 (right).
Finally, one
sele t the range

an plot the invariant mass of parti les in the nal state:
orresponding the signal rea tion.

π 0 e+ e− ,

and

Figure 9.9 (left) presents simulated

signal and ba kground rea tions remained after all previous sele tion

onditions. One

an

see that the ba kground rea tions populate the lower invariant masses, and the signal is
pronoun ed around the mass of the

η

meson. Therefore, to suppress the ba kground we

sele t invariant mass region from 555 MeV/

2 to 650 MeV/ 2 . This redu es the ba kground

nearly by 99%, de reasing the signal only by 53%. Later on this sele tion
be further optimized.

The experimental distribution of

ondition will

orresponding invariant mass is

95
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Figure 9.8: Distribution of the missing mass of two protons: (left) from simulations, and (right)

measured data. The red solid line indi ates sele ted region lose to the η mass in the range from
2

40

to 552 MeV/ 2 .
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Figure 9.9: Invariant mass of parti les identied as π 0 e+ e− from: (left) simulations, and (right)

measured data. The red solid line indi ates the region of invariant masses from 555 MeV/
650 MeV/

2

2

to

used to sele t andidates for the signal rea tion.

shown in Fig. 9.9 (right). The summary of all applied sele tion
experimental events remaining after the

riteria with the number of

uts and with the sele tion e ien y of the signal

obtained from the simulation are shown in Tab. 9.2.
After appli ation of all above des ribed
of event

andidates for

η →

onditions to the experimental data number

π 0 e+ e− de ay is equal to

exp may a
estimated number of N

N exp = 10 ± 3stat .

ount not only for events

However, the

orresponding to the sear hed
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0.26%
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Cut des ription

PRESEL

Presele tion of two protons in FD, two
oppositely

harged parti les in CD and

two or more neutral

IM (γγ)

lusters in SEC.

Sele tion of two photons originating from

0
the de ay of π meson with invariant
mass in the range from 90 - 180 MeV/

IM (l+ l− )

2

Restri tion on invariant mass of two parti les

2
measured in MDC to be less than 40 MeV/
SEC

Parti le identi ation in the
S intillating Ele tromagneti

Split-o

Calorimeter.

Suppression of events with the bremsstrahlung
ee t for

Conversion BP

harged parti les.

Suppression of external

onversion of photons

on the beam pipe.

IM (γγ)

Additional restri tion on mass of

π0

2
meson from 120 - 150 MeV/ .
MM(pp)

Missing mass of two protons with the

2
restri tion of 544 - 552 MeV/ .
+ e− π 0 )

IM(e

Invariant mass of nal state parti les with

2
restri tion from 555 - 650 MeV/ .

TOTAL

Total e ien y for signal sele tion
and nal number of sele ted events.

Table 9.2: The list of onditions used for sele ting the η → e+ e− π 0 de ay. Third olumn in-

lude the e ien y re onstru tion for the signal determined from the simulations. Fourth olumn

indi ates the number of experimental events left after appli ation of subsequent uts.
de ay

η → π 0 e+ e−

but it may also be due to the misidenti ation of the ba kground

rea tions. In order to estimate the number of ba kground events we have performed the
same analysis of the simulated samples of ba kground rea tions (see Tab. 9.3).
After appli ation of sele tion
ter taking into a
hannel left is

ount the

pp →

ppπ 0 π 0

riteria to the simulated ba kground rea tions, and af-

ross se tion and bran hing ratios values the only ba kground

→ ppe+ e− γγγ

rea tion whi h amounts to

Therefore the number of re onstru ted events in the measured data is

NB = 13 ± 4stat .

onsistent statisti-

ally with the estimated amount of ba kground. Thus we state that in the measured data
sample of
de ay.

pp → ppη

In the next

investigated de ay

rea tion we did not observe a signal from the sear hed

η → π 0 e+ e−

hapter we will estimate the upper limit for the bran hing ratio of

hannel.

9.3. Further ba kground redu tion

No.

97

Rea tion

Number of

Number of

Number of

generated

re onstru-

expe ted

events
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

pp → ppη → ppπ 0 e+ e− → ppe+ e− γγ
ppπ + π − π 0

(signal)

ppπ + π − γγ

pp → ppη →
→
+
−
0
pp → ppη → ppπ π π → ppπ + π − e+ e− γ
pp → ppη → ppπ + π − γ
pp → ppη → ppe+ e− γ
pp → ppη → ppπ 0 γγ → ppγγγγ
pp → ppη → ppπ 0 γγ → ppe+ e− γγγ
pp → ppη → ppγγ
pp →

ppπ + π − π 0

ppπ + π − γγ

→
pp → ppπ + π −
pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppγγγγ
pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppe+ e− γγγ

5 × 106

106

20 ×
1 × 106
5 × 106
20 × 106
3 × 106
3 × 106
6 × 106
106

20 ×
58 × 106
18 × 106
8 × 106

ted events

events

9208

?

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

13

Table 9.3: List of simulated rea tions. Third olumn in ludes the number of initially generated

events, and fourth olumn indi ates the number of events left after all sele tion onditions. Last
olumn indi ates number of events expe ted to fulll all sele tion riteria after taking into a ount
a ross se tion and bran hing ratio.
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10. Results for the η → π 0e+e− de ay
In this thesis we aim at establishing the unknown bran hing ratio for the
de ay whi h might violate

harge

previous se tion as a result of the

ppη

onjugation invarian e.

η → π 0 e+ e−

However, as it was shown in

ondu ted analysis of an experimental data for the

pp →

rea tion we did not observe a statisti ally signi ant signal over the ba kground. The

nal number of

andidates events for the

exp
events is equal to N
from the simulations

η → π 0 e+ e−

= 10±3stat , and the expe ted number of ba kground events obtained
is equal to NB = 13 ± 4stat . In su h ase, where the expe ted number

of signal events is equal to zero, it is impossible to
ratio, and only an upper limit
In order to

pro ess sele ted from experimental

al ulate the value of the bran hing

an be estimated.

al ulate the upper limit for the bran hing ratio one has to know the

number of expe ted: (i) signal, (ii) ba kground, (iii) normalization
sele tion e ien y, and (v) the bran hing ratio for the normalization
this thesis for the normalization we

hoose the

η→

hannel events, (iv)
hannel. In

π + π − π 0 de ay. This

hannel has the

same topology of the nal state, as the signal rea tion, thus the systemati
ae t both pro esses nearly in the same way. Therefore, this will allow to
of the systemati

ase of

ee ts should
an el out many

un ertainties.

10.1 The upper limit for the bran hing ratio
BR(η → π 0e+e− )
The number of the signal events

an be given by the following formula:

NS = L · ση · BRη→π0 e+ e− · ǫS ,
and for the normalization

(10.1)

hannel:

Nnorm = L · ση · BRη→π+ π− π0 · ǫnorm ,

(10.2)

L denotes the integrated luminosity, the ση is the total ross se tion for produ tion of
the η meson, NS and Nnorm stands for the number of events for the signal and normalization
hannel, ǫS and ǫnorm denotes the dete tion e ien y for the signal and normalization

where

rea tion, respe tively. Therefore, the formula for the investigated bran hing ratio obtained
from the two above given equations will take following form:

BRη→π0 e+ e− =

NS · BRη→π+ π− π0 · ǫnorm
.
Nnorm · ǫS
99
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The bran hing ratio for the normalization

π+ π− π0 )

= (22.74 ± 0.34)%

hannel

η → π+ π− π0

[12℄. The signal for the sear hed de ay

is equal to

η→

BR(η →

π 0 e+ e− was not

observed in the investigated data sample, and therefore the equation (10.3) will take form
of an inequality:

UL
BRη→π
0 e+ e− <
where the

NSU L

NSU L · BRη→π+ π− π0 · ǫnorm
,
Nnorm · ǫS

(10.4)

denotes the number of expe ted signal events at a given

However, to test and optimize the last sele tion

0 + − we have varied this
the π e e

ut and for ea h

for measured and simulated data.
together with e ien y

No.

ondition on the invariant mass of

ase we

IM(π

ounted the number of events

The result of these tests are presented in Tab. 10.1,

al ulated for the signal. The

as no. 2 in Tab. 10.1. One

onden e level.

ut dis ussed in Se tion 9.3 is shown

an see that by narrowing the

0 e+ e− )

ondition on the invariant mass

N exp

ǫS

NBexpected

ρ=

ǫS
expected
NB

1.

550 - 650 MeV/

2

12

0.28%

17

1.64

2.

2
555 - 650 MeV/

10

0.26%

13

1.96

3.

2
560 - 650 MeV/

7

0.20%

11

1.82

4.

2
580 - 650 MeV/

3

0.05%

4

1.25

Table 10.1: Table showing the number of events obtained from the measured data and from

simulations of the ba kground hannel pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppe+ e− γγγ for dierent values of the ut

on the invariant mass of the π 0 e+ e− system.

the number of events is de reasing both for experimental data and simulated ba kground.
Also the e ien y of the signal re onstru tion de reases. As an
best

hoosing the

ut range we dened the signi an e parameter as:

ρ=
The

riterion for

ρ

ǫS
.
expected
NB

(10.5)

parameter is in reasing with the higher e ien y of the signal re onstru tion and

de reasing with number of ba kground events. Thus as an optimum
ut number 2 listed in Tab. 10.1 for whi h the
After the

ut optimization one

ρ

ut we have

hosen

oe ient was the highest.

an estimate the upper limit for the sear hed bran hing

ratio. The overall dete tion and re onstru tion e ien ies for the signal and normalization
hannels were determined based on the simulations and they are equal to:
and

ǫS = 0.26%,

respe tively. From the Tab. 10.1 one

ǫnorm = 0.89%

an see that we have measured 10

events in experimental data and expe t based on the simulations 13 ba kground events.
Thus, the value of the upper limit of the expe ted signal is equal to
at the

NSU L = 3.95

[123℄,

onden e level of 90%. The nal result for the upper limit of the bran hing ratio

equals to:

UL
BRη→π
0 e+ e− <

3.95 · 0.2274 · 0.89%
,
82725 · 0.26%

(10.6)

10.2. Dis ussion
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UL
−5
BRη→π
0 e+ e− < 3.7 · 10

(CL = 90%).

(10.7)

Dis ussion of obtained result will follow in the next se tion.

10.2 Dis ussion
Presented analysis for sear h of the

η

at-COSY data where the

η → π 0 e+ e−

de ay is the rst from the WASA-

meson was produ ed in proton-proton

ollisions.

Obtained

result is smaller than presently known upper limit given by the PDG group [12℄ based on
previous results [47℄. This result,

η

onstitutes a next step in the sear h for rare de ay of the

meson by means of the WASA-at-COSY dete tor. Previously this de ay was investigated

pd →3 Heη rea tion where obtained
0 + −
−5 [124℄.
was BR(η → π e e ) < 9 · 10

by WASA-at-COSY in
the bran hing ratio

The result obtained in this

ompared to previous results and the theoreti al predi tion in Fig. 10.1.

Branching ratio (η→π 0e +e -)

work is

value of the upper limit for

10-3
-4

10

PDG fit
4.0 × 10

-5

WASA(pd) 2011
JANE 1975 9.0 × 10-5 This work
-5
4.5 × 10
3.7 × 10-5

10-5
10-6
10-7

Theory ref. [109]
1.1 × 10-8

10-8
10-9
10-10
-11

10

Theory ref. [108]
1.5 × 10-11

10-12

Figure 10.1: Comparison of obtained value of the upper limit for the bran hing ratio of the de ay

η → π 0 e+ e− with previous measurements and the PDG tted value. The red dashed line indi ates

the limit of the Standard Model predi tions.
In previous

hapter, we have shown that analysis

thesis revealed no observe signal from the
number of signal

η→

ondu ted in the framework of this

π 0 e+ e− de ay. The experimentally obtained

andidate events was the same as the number of estimated ba kground

events, with respe t to the statisti al un ertainty. Therefore, we determined an upper limit
for the bran hing ratio for this de ay.
approa hes whi h

In

ase of small statisti al signal there are many

an be used for the estimation of the upper limits [125℄. However, as a

result of this thesis we will take the upper limit estimated in previous se tion a

ording
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to the pres ription given by Feldman and Cousins [123℄, assuming the Poisson distribution
of the variables where the limit estimations on the physi al quantities are based on the
likelihood ratios.

11. Summary and perspe tives
The main motivation of this dissertation was the test of the
the strong and ele tromagneti
and

η → π 0 e+ e−

onjugation C in

intera tions. For this purpose we studied the

de ays, where the

kinemati al threshold.

harge

η

meson was produ ed via

pp → ppη

η → π+ π− π0

rea tion near the

One of the goals was to determine the three asymmetries in the

Dalitz plot population (ALR ,

AQ , AS )

η → π+ π− π0
π + π − π 0 system.

for the strong isospin violating de ay

in order to learn about the C invarian e in dierent isospin states of the
The se ond goal was to study the bran hing ratio for the
break the C symmetry in ele tromagneti

η → π 0 e+ e−

intera tions, when o

de ay whi h

an

urring by forbidden rst

order transition.
The measurement des ribed in this thesis was performed in the Resear h Center Jüli h
in Germany by means of the WASA-at-COSY dete tor installed at the Cooler Syn hrotron
COSY. The initial

pp → ppη

rea tion was indu ed by the

with the momentum of 2.14 GeV/

ollision of a proton beam

on a proton pellet target. Nu leons emerged from the

intera tion have been registered in the WASA forward dete tor, whereas the de ay produ ts
of the

η

meson were dete ted in the

entral dete tor. For the identi ation of the

η

meson

the missing and invariant mass te hniques were applied. The ba kground originating from
the dire t two pion produ tion and other

η

meson de ays has been redu ed to negligible

level by applying the momentum and energy

onservation lows, and by using the missing

and invariant mass distributions, as well as by performing a kinemati
the

η →

produ tion of three pions via
interval separately.

pp → ppπ + π − π 0

The three asymmetry parameters for the
of the

t method.

For

π + π − π 0 de ay the remaining physi al ba kground originating from the dire t

harge

was subtra ted for ea h studied phase spa e

η → π+ π− π0

de ay, sensitive to the violation

onjugation invarian e were determined for the rst time from the WASA-at-

COSY data where the

η

meson was produ ed in proton-proton rea tion. The nal sample

5
ontained about 10 events whi h enabled to estimate the following values of the left-right,
quadrant, and sextant asymmetry parameters:

ALR = 0.0033 ± 0.0038stat ± 0.0009sys ,
AQ = −0.0018 ± 0.0038stat ± 0.0011sys ,
AS = 0.0006 ± 0.0039stat ± 0.0010sys .
Established values of the asymmetry parameters are
of the statisti al and systemati
onjugation symmetry C is

onsistent with zero within the range

un ertainty, whi h allows to

on lude that the

harge

onserved in strong intera tions on the level of the a hieved
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a

ura y. Obtained result is also in agreement with previously measured values [26, 26, 39℄

and the average of the Parti le Data Group [39℄.
Furthermore the Dalitz plot distribution was analyzed. The Dalitz plot was represented
in the X and Y variables proportional to the dieren e of the

π 0 energy, respe tively. The distribution was
a

π+

and

π−

energies, and

orre ted for ea h bin for the geometri al

eptan e of the WASA-at-COSY apparatus as well as, the re onstru tion e ien y and

was determined free from the ba kground of the multi-pion produ tion.
density distribution was tted with the phenomenologi al model.
we have obtained

oe ients

c = 0.05 ± 0.10

The obtained

As a result of the t

whi h is standing in the odd powers of X

variable, and it is sensitive for C violation. Obtained result is

onsistent with zero within

estimated un ertainty.
In se ond part of the thesis the investigation of the
Based on analyzed experimental data

N exp = 10 ± 3stat

tied from the two weeks of data taking.

η → π 0 e+ e−

event

de ay is presented.

andidates have been iden-

The ba kground originating from the other

η

meson de ays was suppressed to a negligible level. The only remaining ba kground whi h
was left in the signal region is originating from the

pp → ppπ 0 π 0 → ppe+ e− γγγ

rea tion.

Next, we have estimated that the expe ted number of ba kground events in the signal
region should be equal to

NB = 13 ± 4stat .

Based on given number of measured events,

number of obtained ba kground, and the estimated un ertainty we

on lude that no signal

was observed and therefore we have established the upper limit for the bran hing ratio of
the

η → π 0 e+ e−

de ay:

BR(η → π 0 e+ e− ) < 3.7 · 10−5

(90%

C.L.)

Obtained result is slightly better than presently know value of this bran hing ratio from
the t of the PDG group [12℄.

5·107 η mesons.
η → π + π − π 0 and

Results presented in this thesis were based on the data sample of about
As a perspe tive for further improvement of the results on both de ays:

η → π 0 e+ e− , it would be interesting to use full statisti sample, sin e the WASA-at-COSY
9
urrently has olle ted around 10 η mesons in proton-proton ollisions, whi h is one of the
world's largest data sample for the η meson. Therefore, the investigations presented in this
thesis will be

ontinued. Su h statisti s should enable to lower the statisti al un ertainties

for the determination of the asymmetry parameters whi h were investigated in this thesis
by a fa tor of ten. For the

η → π 0 e+ e−

de ay it would be possible to lower the sensitivity

of the bran hing ratio determination about an order of magnitude.

"Anyone who has never made a mistake
has never tried anything new."
(Albert Einstein)
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